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When Do We Stop 
Calling It New Media? 
Rebrand radio as just one delivery 
platform within a media provider's 
market presence. 
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In many ways, the 
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NEWS ANALYSIS 

HD Radio Power 
Boost Is on the Table 
But the Official Request for an IBOC Hike Raises 

Questions Even as Its Seeks to Answer Others 

by Leslie Stimson 

One official shoe of the IBOC power 
issue has dropped, with a formal request 
submitted in June to the FCC by a con-
sortium of broadcasters and manufactur-

Cautioning against 
a rush to approve 
a power hike, Bert 
Goldman points to 
potential digital 
second-adjacent 
interference, for 

example as shown 
here to analog 
KTYS in Dallas. 
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ers. Now the industry faces questions 
about whether the approval shoe should 
fall — and what might happen if it does. 

The idea of allowing FMs to raise dig-
ital power on a voluntary basis by up to 

See POWER, page 3 
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Digital Radio 
Advances, 
Slowly 
How Are Eureka-147, 

Its Mobile Offshoots & 

Other Formats Faring? 

by Daniel Mansergh 

It's safe to say that the introduction of 
digital radio technologies around the world 
has had a rough road. Although a few 
countries have succeeded in deploying 
viable digital radio services, most have 
experienced very slow adoption by con-
sumers or are still considering their options 
about which systems to implement. 
Two presenters at the Broadcast En-

gineering Conference of the spring NAB 
Show shared their perspectives on the 
state of digital radio worldwide and what 
broadcasters and regulators need to con-
sider as they move to adopt new digital 
radio services in their countries. 

Charles Kelly of Nautel Ltd. has ana-
lyzed the effect of existing band plans 
and allocations on the technology choices 
available to countries as they consider 
which in-band digital radio system to 
authorize. The suitability of specific 

See GLOBAL page 
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ALLIANCE: The HD Digital Radio 
Alliance expanded its marketing aimed at 
converting consumer interest to radio pur-
chases. The alliance campaign, including a 
13-week flight of ads on 700 or so alliance 
stations and valued by the group at $75 
million, incorporates cellphone texting and 
promotes an online guide to HD main and 
HD2 stations that can be printed in stores 
by retailers, car dealers and consumers. 

TAGGING: Clear Channel Radio says 
all in its 352 multicast channels now are 
ready to support Apple iTunes tagging. 
Earlier this year the company announced it 
had made its 340+ primary HD Radio sta-
tions compatible. Thus more than 700 

Clear Channel HD Radio channels are 
now tagging-capable. 

LIMBAUGH: Radio's biggest conserva-
tive talk icon renewed his contract through 
2016 with Premiere Radio Networks and 
Clear Channel. The New York Times 
reported the value at $400 million or $50 
million per year, a raise of $ 14.4 million a 
year. Rush Limbaugh's contract is thought 
to be radio's largest since Howard Stem's 
move to Sirius in 2004. 

NDS: Rupert Murdoch's News Corp., the 
majority shareholder of NDS Group Plc, 
proposed to take NDS private in a transac-
tion financed by private equity firm 

Permira. The complex deal would leave 
News Corp. with a 49 percent stake, and 
Permira would own 51 percent, Reuters 
reported. NDS makes conditional access 
technology. 

MERGER: Sirius Satellite Radio and 
XM Satellite Radio would enjoy com-
bined savings of $400 million in 2009 if 
they merge, Sirius said in financial guid-
ance to the investment community. 
Separately, some Democrats in Congress 
told the FCC that if a merger is approved, 
conditions should include provisioning a 
certain portion of satellite spectrum for 
non-com use as well as mandating HD 
Radio in all satellite radios. 

MEET THE SQUARE 
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It 

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a 
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability. 

SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser 
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and 
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs. 

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit. 
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SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (vv/automation protocol) 
— it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32 
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Because the E7 system doesn't rely on a third party 
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for 
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol 

eliminates the latency and channel capacity 
restrictions associated with older technology. 

E-SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT! 
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HOGAN: John Hogan., Clear Channel 
Radio's chief executive, signed a five-year 
renewal. He took the position in 2002 fol-
lowing Randy Michaels. He'd been radio 
COO before that. 

ANALOG SHUTOFF: Analog radio 
would be shut off in the United Kingdom 
in 2020 under a recommended interim 
timeline in a government-commissioned 
report. The report is from the UK Digital 
Radio Working Group, which includes 
representatives of industry, manufacturers 
and regulators. It recommends establish-
ment of a timetable to switch from analog 
to DAB digital radio in the U.K. with a 
suggested completion date of 2020. 

STEREO PIONEER: Carl G. Eilers 
died at age 83. A senior scientist with 
Zenith Electronics Corp. for five decades, 
he was credited with helping to bring 
stereophonic sound to FM listeners. Eilers 
was a charter member of the Consumer 
Electronics Hall of Fame. "While seem-
ingly mundane in today's digital world, 
Eilers' stereo FM innovations meant that, 
for the first time, radio stations could 
transmit two stereophonic channels with 
full high-fidelity on each channel, signals 
that could also be received by existing 
monophonic FM receivers without loss of 
quality," CEA wrote at the time. Eilers 
also innovated in multichannel television 
sound and secondary audio programming. 

WIFI: Chrysler said it will offer in-car 
WiFi connectivity on its 2009 models as 
an aftermarket option for Chrysler, Dodge 
and Jeep vehicles. Called uConnect Web, 
the in-car WiFi capability essentially will 
turn a vehicle into a " hotspot," the 
automaker promises. 
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Power 
Continued from page I 

10 dB — from the current —20 dB below 
analog carrier to —10 dB — is touchy. 
A power increase involves operational 

transmission costs. Critics also raise ques-
tions about increased interference that may 
result from higher IBOC power levels. 

Some broadcast engineers involved in 
the digital rollout are asking if other ways 
of extending a station's digital coverage to 
match analog can be explored without 
placing additional cost burdens on stations 
at a time when managers are coping with 
soft revenue and steeper power costs. 

Proponents say it's critical to allow 
higher digital power to improve building 
penetration to home and office IBOC 
receivers as well as robustness of the digi-
tal signal in time for the introduction of 
HD-R portables. Ibiquity Digital predicts 
portables will be available to consumers at 
year-end or in the first quarter of next year. 

The consortium pushing for the increase 
says tests demonstrate it would help 
improve radio's digital FM performance 
"with minimal risk of harmful interference 
to existing analog service." 

'Largely replicate' 
"Whatever is done needs to be done in 

a timely manner," said Milford Smith, vice 
president of radio engineering of Greater 
Media. 

"If [the rollout] goes on with no correc-

tive action, I think we've got some real 
issues with the continued viability of HD 
Radio. People have a certain expectation. 
HD Radio needs to largely replicate the 
FM [analog] service if it's to be logical." 

Smith was careful to say that he was 
stating his personal view on the power 
issue. Greater Media is one of the early 
adopters of IBOC and one of the broadcast 
groups supporting a power increase. He 
also chairs the National Radio Systems 
Committee. 
He is not alone in his opinion; other 

sources close to the issue said they believe 
the next couple of years are telling for the 
future of IBOC. 

The group of 18 organizations asked the 
FCC in June to approve the power boost, 
and they would like the FCC to act quick-
ly. While Smith would prefer to see the 
increase approved by the time HD-R 
portables hit the market, he said if the 
issue is resolved within a year or so, that 
would still help stations that have convert-
ed to digital. 

Smith also noted that not every station 
would immediately raise its digital power 
if the agency approved a boost. Costs and 
other implementation issues determine 
that timing. 

Mike Troje, sales manager for Con-
tinental Electronics, one of the manufactur-
ers supporting the power increase, agrees. 

"The reality is anyone in a major mar-
ket with a TPO of 20 kW or greater will 
need to modify their transmission system" 
in order to implement the power increase 
up to the full 10 dB, he said. 

Marty Hadfield, a broadcast consulting 
engineer and former vice president of engi-
neering for Entercom, said some stations 
may have the headroom in their digital 
transmitters now to implement an increase 
of perhaps 1 to 6 dB; however he doubts 
"that many can simply go out to their site 
now and have it be fully functional." 
A station that leases rather than owns its 

tower space could face rent increases if it 
wanted to increase digital power, especial-
ly if a tower already is overloaded and the 
station can't modify the antenna to handle 
the HD-R signal separately, he said. 

Higher power levels have a ripple 
effect, said Hadfield, in the necessary 
extra footage for additional transmission 
equipment, more air conditioning and 
higher electricity costs. 
A typical FM was paying approximate-

ly $ 150,000 to convert its plant before the 
recent introduction of the embedded 
exporter. That figure is now more like 
$130,000 to $ 140,000, Troje said. 

Troje concurs that the timing of a power 
increase approval is crucial. "The ball is 
rolling now. As a manufacturer, this has 
our attention. We have to be prepared to 
give somebody an adequate solution 
whenever or however this gets resolved." 

Yet getting the commission's attention 
on the issue may be difficult. Chairman 
Kevin Martin's time leading the agency 
could be winding down, with a new 
administration coming in; the agency, like 
other organizations, tends to get less done 
in the summer season; and come the fall. 

See POWER, page 5 
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In Support of an Increase 

A group of 18 organizations asked the FCC in June expe-
ditiously to approve the power boost, the equivalent of an 
increase from 1 percent to 10 percent of a station's author-
ized analog power. 

Those requesting the increase include broadcast owners, 
transmission manufacturers and Ibiquity Digital. The NAB 
and the HD Digital Radio Alliance filed public comments at 
the commission supporting the request. 

Equipment manufacturers on the filing include Broadcast 
Electronics, Continental, Harris and Nautel. Broadcasters 
include American Public Media, Backyard Broadcasting, 
Beasley, Black Crow Media Group, Bonneville, CBS, Clear 
Channel, Commonwealth Broadcasting, Commonwealth 
Public Broadcasting, Cox, Emmis, Entercom, Greater Media, 
Journal, Lincoln Financial Media, NRG Media, Radio One 
and WNYC. 
A power boost was a major topic among technical man-

agers during the spring NAB Show and is likely to be so 
again at the fall NAB Radio Show. 

Test results submitted to the commission by CBS, 
Ibiquity, Greater Media and Clear Channel compared per-
formance with digital power at —20 dB and at — 10 dB to 
determine the extent of the digital coverage improvement on 
a total of seven stations. 

Class B FMs in Detroit, Los Angeles and New York expe-
rienced an average increase of 24 percent in service radius 
and an average 65 percent gain in coverage area, according 

to the group, while Class As saw an average increase of 30 
percent in service radius with an average 67 percent gain in 
coverage area. 

"[T]he increased power significantly reduced the area 
within each station's core coverage area in which the digital 
signal could not be received," the group states in the June 10 
FCC filing (Docket 99-325). 

The consortium says its test results demonstrate that the 
power increase would help improve radio's digital FM per-
formance "with minimal risk of harmful interference to 
existing analog service." 

The tests included an analysis of super-powered FMs and 
short-spaced stations. 

Testing inside the protected contour area of stations high-
lighted one area of potential concern: severely short-spaced 
Class Bs may be at increased risk of receiving interference 
from the digital signal. 

Outside the protected contour, Super Bs operating at the 
higher digital power level were shown to have the potential 
to impact first-adjacent Class Bs, according to NAB, which 
supports the consortium's recommendations on limits on the 
digital power for Super Bs. 

Also included in the submission was a test by CBS on 
HD-R receiver penetration using KROQ(FM), Los Angeles 
at the higher FM IBOC power level (RW May 21, page 8). 

— Leslie Stintson 
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Radio Groups Build a Shared Data Channel 
Brenner Sees Radio as a Data Distribution 
Service to Support User-Specific Applications 

Paul Brenner likes HD Radio. But not 
because he thinks it sounds better or sprin-
kles lots of new multicast stations around 
the dial. He thinks HD Radio's data distri-
bution capabilities could add millions of 
dollars to radio's revenue bottom line and 
he's trying to make that happen. 

If Brenner's hopes are realized, content 
providers looking for a national data distri-
bution platform to reach consumers in 
their vehicles or on mobile devices will 
have a new choice soon, one that relies on 
the HD Radio data delivery capabilities of 
hundreds of U.S. radio stations. 

This year, eight radio ownership groups 
announced the Broadcaster Traffic 
Consortium, a joint venture that essential-
ly will sell bandwidth to content providers 
and divvy up the income, helping the 
broadcasters pay for, and profit from, their 
new digital infrastructures. 

This also puts the consortium squarely 
in competition with Clear Channel, which 
has been building an HD Radio-based data 
distribution platform of its own. 

'Audio plus' 
The new consortium has just one cus-

tomer at present, but it's a notable one: 
Navteq, a provider of digital map informa-
tion that enjoys a lion's share of that mar-
ket. If you own a vehicle navigation or 
location-based system, there's a good 
chance the digital maps and content come 
from Navteq. Further, that company is now 
about to become part of mobile phone 
giant Nokia, which is in the final stages of 
purchasing it in an $8.1 billion deal. 

The BTC's immediate goal is to build a 
nationwide network to distribute Navteq 
traffic information — such as traffic flow 
and points of interest — via HD Radio 
technology. In doing so it hopes not only 
to make more money but also to accelerate 
the penetration of HD receivers. 

Paul Brenner is the vice president of 
integrated technologies for Emmis 
Communications, which administers the 
consortium, and he was recently named 
president of the BTC — although this 

seems like a formality, given that he has 
been spending a great deal of his time for 
two and a half years envisioning and then 
helping birth it. 

Radio, Brenner says, needs to position 
itself as a provider of "audio-plus" appli-
cations. He believes the BTC is a big step 

Paul V Brenner 

in that direction, taking advantage of 
radio's strengths — meaning low-cost dis-
tribution, localized content and digital 
capacity — to re-establish itself as a 
means of engaging consumers. 

Further, for HD Radio to succeed, he 
said the industry needs to emphasize the 
same "audio-plus" argument. Digital audio 
and new channels are not sufficient to 
make the business model work, he feels. 
The data capacity is key. 

The consortium effort was prompted 
several years ago by traffic content 
provider Traffic.com, which later became 
part of Navteq. Eight broadcasters put up 
the money for the consortium: Beasley 
Broadcast Group, Bonneville International 
Corp., Cox Radio Inc., Emmis, Entercom 
Communications Corp., Greater Media, 
NPR and Radio One. 

Plus-X AC-11 
Remote Outlet Controller 

Simplify remote site management with the Plus-X AC-B. 
Visit www.burk.com to learn more. 

Emmis took the lead in organizing it. 
and Brenner — a new technology execu-
tive with a background in electronic engi-
neering, e-business and information sys-
tems, to whom the Emmis engineering 
staff also reports — has been its chief 
architect. 

Also contributing spectrum as partners 
are Lincoln Financial Media, Cumulus 
Media, Hubbard Broadcasting and Cobalt 
Operating LLC, though these four are not 
part of the BTC ownership. 

The result, Brenner says, is a formida-
ble organization with some 1,300 stations 
within its umbrella. Thus BTC can be a 
"one-stop shop" for any content provider 
that wants national distribution. 
"HD Radio has huge amounts of capac-

ity compared to FM. If there are content 
providers out there looking for a low-cost, 
high-return way to reach the complete 
U.S. market, they don't have to just go to 
Clear Channel. They can have the same 
conversation with BTC about distributing 
data across the United States." 
To participate, a station must have a 

full-market HD Radio signal, an importer 
and Internet access. It must meet the 
BTC's infrastructure stability guidelines 
for factors like IT readiness, up time, pow-
er redundancy, bandwidth capability, ISP 
and so forth. 

Each of the owners assigns a lead man-
ager responsible for implementing the 
technology. At Greater Media it's Milford 
Smith, at Bonneville Talmage Ball, at 
Radio One John Mathews, at Entercom 
Alex Keddie, at Cox Radio Roz Clark, at 
NPR Mike Starling, at Beasley Mike 
Cooney and at Cumulus Gary Kline. 

The technical process isn't complicat-
ed, though a handful of stations have had 
to upgrade an STL or obtain an Internet 
circuit. 

Navteq worked with Ibiquity Digital 
and wrote the software that allows its data 
to be fed into the importer. 

The role of RDS 
What about RDS? Couldn't this new 

service just as well be provided in the ana-
log FM spectrum today? 
"RDS is too slow — low capacity and 

limited speed," Brenner said. 

From the Editor 

Paul J. McLane 

"RDS-based traffic services are just 
now coming in to maturity. They will con-
tinue to thrive while HD systems are 
developed. The amount of content service-
able over HD is so much greater in size 
and faster in delivery." 
He feels RDS is likely to continue to 

thrive for some time because it can pro-
vide greater coverage — at least until HD 
power levels increase — and can be 
implemented by a manufacturer at a lower 
cost than HD receivers. 
"BTC provides the broadcast distribu-

tion channel for Navteq. SCA was dis-
cussed; however, with great analysis, the 
decision was to use RDS in the short term 
and focus application development on 
HD." 

Navteq airs data via RDS in 54 cities 
now. 

Brenner noted there are SCA digital 
technologies such as FMeXtra available. 
"However we felt that Ibiquity was more 
advanced on providing the Advanced 
Application Services interface that 
Navteq needed. 
"An investment in SCA, like MSN 

Direct SPOT, creates a proprietary solu-
tion for broadcaster and receiver and 
unknown amounts of time and dollars for 
adding an interface — physical and soft-
ware — to format, transmit, receive and 
activate the software content. Digital 
SCAs are traditionally audio only." 

Competition 
The group of broadcasters has ample 

competition in this niche. 
See BIC, page 5 
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Continued from page 3 

commissioners and the rest of the country 
can be expected to turn their focus toward 
the presidential race. Politics does make 
itself felt in the halls of the Portals. 

John Garziglia of the law firm Womble 
Carlyle Sandridge & Rice said, "Nothing 
happens at the commission unless someone 
[in Congress] is behind it." 

Proponents say they believe the power 
hike request has sufficient political backing 
to pass, although certainly the big broad-
cast groups, in addition to the NAB, will 
need to lobby for it. 

First and second 
Not all broadcast groups with stations 

airing HD Radio believe this is the time 
to push for a power boost. 

Bert Goldman, vice president of engi-
neering for Independence Media and a 
member of the NRSC, questions whether 
enough studies have been done and won-
ders if there is another way to accomplish 
an increase in digital coverage. 

Tests conducted by the backers of the 
power increase focused on possible inter-
ference to the host analog and first-adja-
cent digital neighbors, in the belief that 
these would be the most likely to suffer 

interference. 
Goldman believes tests for possible 

interference for second-adjacent channels 
should have been completed before the 
request was filed. 

So-called rim-shot stations will receive 
increased analog interference from their 
neighboring second-adjacent, in-town digi-
tal neighbors if the digital power is 
increased, he said, using a coverage map of 

someone tell me that I'm all wrong and 
why. Unfortunately nobody has yet done 
that, and if my suspicions are correct, then 
substantial harm could be inflicted upon 
hundreds of FM analog stations that count 
on their fringe 60 dBu signals." 

Hadfield agreed that more questions 
need to be asked, especially of receiver 
and chip manufacturers. 
"Why is the onus for the success of the 

If my suspicions are correct, then 

substantial harm could be inflicted upon 

hundreds of FM analog stations that 

count on their fringe 60 dBu signals. 

Dallas station KTYS(FM) as an example. 
"Before we go rushing into something, 

we need to evaluate the impact. So far 
everyone I've turned my map over to has 
gone into hiding or said it's conserva-
tive," said Goldman. 

He said he's not trying to stop the HD 
Radio rollout and that indeed he is a pro-
ponent of the technology. 

"I would like nothing more than to have 

BTC 
0> Continued from page 4 

Last year Microsoft 
and Clear Channel Radio 
announced a collaboration 
to build a data delivery 
service using HD Radio 
technology. MSN Direct 
HD is an extension of Microsoft's MSN 
Direct service, which transmits traffic, 
weather, movie times, sports and stocks to 
Smart Watches, weather stations, GPS nay 
devices and home appliances. The expan-
sion of that service into HD Radio was 
part of Microsoft's Smart Personal 
Objects Technology (SPOT) initiative. 

Other competitors to BTC include 
Sirius and XM. Clear Channel also oper-
ates its own Total Traffic Network. 

So what's the pitch to attract business-
es to the BTC system in particular? 
Brenner says the group is structured to 
accomodate the acquisitions and divesti-
tures common to the radio broadcast 
industry. 

"The consortium is founded by opera-
tors who understand the framework of the 
broadcast business and are eager to 
broadcast Navteq content — meaning, 
our HD and RDS distribution channel is 
not reliant on a single organization's 
business decisions, which is a key point 
in the current economic client of com-
mercial broadcasters." 

Diverse station ownership provides 
more site diversity of FM and HD Radio 
transmitters, he says; and BTC has com-
petence, breadth and depth of experience 
that are relevant to the industry. 

"The individuals managing this organi-
zation come from NPR Labs, NRSC 
leaders, SBE leaders on the tech side, and 
senior exectives — legal, business, sales 
— from across the majority of major 
broadcast groups." 

But BTC is not soliciting business 
beyond Navteq at this point. "We will 
evaluate the need as it occurs. At this 

time, our primary purpose is to aggres-
sively build up and meet the needs for 
Navteq to compete in the current and 

active market for their market 
verticals." 
I asked Brenner why the 

consortium members didn't 
work with Clear Channel. 

"Clear Channel signed 
their own deal with Micro-
soft. They have their own 

BTC 
itroolrar-ii Traffi, 

Consortium 

structure. And I wouldn't say they're 
viewed as inclusive. 

"Most broadcasters probably aren't 
comfortable donating that kind of infra-
structure to Clear Channel's efforts. Most 
people, as I went around to build this. 
were interested in having their own alter-
native to Clear Channel and creating 
competition." 
OK, I pointed out, but the consortium 

still involves eight competitors who now 
must work together. He agreed it's an 
unusual arrangement and noted that 
negotiations over how to divide the BTC 
revenue occupied several months (they 
settled on a formula based on Arbitron 
population). But, he says, "everyone I 
deal with, all of them are quite coopera-
tive with one another." 

Meanwhile, a CBS or a Citadel also 
might be a logical candidate to join, "but 
they don't have the station ownership to 
provide 100 to 150 markets," Brenner 
continued. "Navteq dictates what cover-
age they want; we're in lockstep with 
their demand. Their road map is to be in 
market 100 by Ql." 
I also wondered if the Navteq service 

will offer non-traffic info like weather, 
gas prices and movie times. 

"Yes. Navteq works with OEM auto-
maker and personal navigation device 
makers to provide all the things you list-
ed and more," he said, though he 
declined to discuss the "more." 

Dashboard utility 
Radio has had mixed results in efforts 

to generate business using its bandwidth 
See BTC, page 27 

— Bert Goldman 

power level increase on the broadcasters? 
Why not on the receiver manufacturers? I 
have not heard that receiver manufactur-
ers have come to the game with improved 
sensitivity," he said, believing radio mak-
ers are keeping their costs down to keep 
prices low for consumers. 
HD Radios that are much less expensive 

have lower sensitivity and are less able to 
pull in the IBOC signals, Hadfield said. 
Of the receiver question, Smith said, 

"Based on what I know, there is not a lot 
of improvement possible on the receiver 
side to improve IBOC reception, especial-
ly for receivers that have to sell for a 
competitive price. What actually happens 

in many cases is that the IBOC signal 
becomes reduced to a point where it is 
actually below the noise floor of the FM 
band and would not be recoverable by any 
conventional receiver." 
He deems the current crop of HD-R 

receivers "reasonably decent" in terms of 
sensitivity. 

The power increase tests were not con-
ducted under the auspices of the NRSC; 
that standards body wasn't asked to con-
sider the issue by NAB or CEA, its spon-
soring organizations, Smith said. 
The group has discussed whether to 

take up the issue and was waiting to see 
results of NPR Labs' separate testing. 
Those findings would be released by the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
which funded the NPR tests. Sources said 
those could be released in July. 
NPR found that an IBOC power 

increase would benefit home listening 
most but that the resulting increased 
interference likely would hurt analog 
mobile coverage (RW July 2, page 22). 
Members of the testing and standards 

community at the NRSC and NPR Labs 
have been discussing whether further 
work can be done, Smith said, describing 
the power increase request as the start of 
a process. 

"Initially, there's going to be people 
with different thoughts about where 
we're going. Part of the reason (the con-
sortium) wanted to get this out there is to 
let people weigh in and get this moving 
forward. 
"When all is said and done, there's an 

issue here that needs to be resolved, and 
in a timely fashion." e 
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systems for a particular region largely 
depends upon the existing regulatory 
conditions, channel spacing and usage of 
the AM and FM bands, he concludes. 

In the medium-wave (AM) bands, 
broadcasters have a choice of two in-
band systems: Digital Radio Mondiale 
and HD Radio. DRM is an easily adapt-
able system with many configuration 
options, Kelly said, but it requires a 
vacant allocation for each new digital 
transmission. HD Radio, on the other 
hand, occupies an existing analog chan-
nel (and its first-adjacent channels), but 
its 10 kHz channel spacing may be a 
challenge to implement in countries with 

fairly congested 9 kHz channels. 

Channel allocation 
considerations 
Where there are a large number of 

available channel allocations, such as in 
countries where AM stations have gone 
dark due to limited listenership, the DRM 
system offers advantages in flexibility 
and data capacity that make it the logical 
first choice. 

In more congested environments 
where analog AM listening is still popu-
lar, Kelly said, HD Radio may the only 
viable option, but the risk of first-adja-
cent interference between stations must 
be considered. 
By way of example, Kelly discussed 

the results of his analysis of the crowded 
allocation conditions in Manila, the most 
populous city in the Philippines. Since 

Oita ittet0 
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there is a station allocated every 36 kHz, 
HD Radio would appear to work nicely 
with a 6 kHz guard band between each 
station's nearest digital sidebands. 

However, a number of closely-spaced 
first- adjacent stations would likely 
receil¿p_interference to some portion of 
their current analog coverage area due to 
the new digital sidebands, as well as lim-
iting the digital coverage of one of the 
Manila stations at the fringes of its cover-
age area. For this reason, Kelly recom-
mends that the potential interference 
effects of any proposed digital system be 
analyzed to determine the extent of any 
compromises in coverage that will result 
when the system is fully deployed. 

In the FM band, HD Radio, the 
FMeXtra subcarrier system and the pro-
posed digital-only DRM+/DRM120 sys-
tem currently in development are all pos-
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sible options. 
Of these, HD Radio is the most widely 

deployed, Kelly said, but the other two 
systems offer much different approaches 
to in-band digital radio and may be a bet-
ter fit in certain countries. 

In Seoul, South Korea, where the FM 
allocations are widely spaced, Kelly 
determined that all existing stations could 
operate with HD Radio and several new 
allocations for DRM+ stations were pos-
sible as well. In Taipei, Taiwan, however, 
the allocation spacing is much less con-
sistent, with a number of stations only 
400 kHz or 200 kHz apart. 

Although some of these stations may 
be able to deliver a receivable digital sig-
nal with one sideband, Kelly explained, a 
reallocation of several stations would be 
required to ensure that all the signals 
could be received without interference. In 
markets such as Istanbul, Turkey, where 
stations are allocated every 200 kHz, 
FMeXtra may be the only option for digi-
tal radio service, he said. 

Perhaps the slow 

pace of digital radio 

deployment will 

begin to accelerate as 

more countries find 

ways to successfully 

transition their 

broadcast services 

from an analog world 

to a digital one. 

Summarizing his findings, Kelly con-
cluded that the operational differences 
between the various in-band digital radio 
systems ensure that broadcasters and reg-
ulatory authorities will be able to select 
new technologies appropriate to the spe-
cific requirements of their allocation 
plans and existing stations. 

DAB receiver costs 
Alexander Zink, presenting a paper 

authored by his Fraunhofer JIS colleague 
Olaf Korte, outlined the current status of 
digital radio technologies in Europe. 

Zink readily admits that the experience 
of DAB (Eureka- 147) deployment in var-
ious countries has been mixed; it has seen 
success in the United Kingdom and 
Denmark, but other countries have ceased 
DAB broadcasts entirely. 
He attributes the slow adoption of 

DAB to the high cost of receivers in the 
early years, regulatory impediments such 
as transmission power restrictions and the 
lack of unique and compelling program-
ming on the digital channels. 

However, he is now optimistic that 
these challenges have been overcome and 
that DAB is primed to be successful in 
more countries, through efforts similar to 
Germany's plans for a "Big Bang" rollout 
of new digital services in 2009. 

Part of the reason for this resurgence is 
the approval of two significant enhance-
ments to the DAB specification in the 
past several years, Zink said. The first of 
these is Digital Multimedia Broadcasting, 
designed to deliver anything from 

See GLOBAL. page 8 
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MPEG-4 full-motion video to static 
images within the bundle of DAB service 
channels known as an ensemble. 

Zink characterizes the service as a great 
success in South Korea, where it was 
developed, and reported that DMB is cur-
rently in use in Germany and several other 
European countries. France is planning to 
roll out T-DMB service for multimedia 
and to use what it's terming "DMB 
Audio" for digital radio services. With a T-
DMB-capable phone, users have video 
and audio services. 
The second enhancement, dubbed 

DAB+, allows broadcasters to use the 
MPEG-4 HE-AAC v2 audio coding 
instead of the original less-efficient MPEG 
Layer II codec, which Zink estimates will 
enable two to three times as many audio 
channels to be multiplexed within an 
ensemble with comparable audio quality 
as current services. 

The first commercial receivers capable of 
decoding the new audio format will be 
available soon. Revo, in fact, has a model 
on the market now. Australia will be the first 
country to deploy an exclusively DAB+ 
digital radio service, according to Zink. 

Since both new services do not require 
modification to the core DAB channel 
coding and can coexist with legacy servic-
es in the same ensemble, a clear upgrade 
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Charles Kelly of Nautel depicted the FM spectrum in Taipei, Taiwan. 
'Between 88 and 89 MHz, there are four educational FM stations which 
are spaced by only 200 kHz,' he wrote. The HD Radio sidebands are 

on top of each other, and it is likely that poor coverage would result, with 
HD Radio reception possible only where one station has a significantly 
higher field strength that the adjacent channels. Between some of the 
stations, such as the ones at 89.3 MHz and 87.7 MHz, there is only 

400 kHz separation. Theoretically, this will work, however the reception 
of one of the sidebands may be impacted if the immediately adjacent 

sideband is significantly higher in received strength.' 

path exists for current DAB broadcasters 
to introduce the new capabilities without 
facing the costly replacement of existing 
transmitters. 

Still, Zink notes, the biggest hurdle to 
introducing DMB or DAB+ into markets 
where DAB already exists is on the 
receiver side, since current generation 
receivers are unable to decode either of 
the new services. 
DRM appears to be the clear choice for 

digital broadcasting on medium, short-
and long-wave bands, since it was 
designed by an international consortium 
for exactly that purpose, Zink observed. 
The biggest problem for DRM continues to 
be a lack of affordable receivers, although 
he speculates that the use of DRM in large 
markets such as Russia and China will help 
to speed receiver development. 
A number of other systems are being 

used or considered in Europe, Zink 
reported. 
DVB-H is on the air in Italy and is 

being tested in Germany and Austria. 
Although it is primarily seen as a video 
transmission system, it also supports 
audio-only channels and could arise as a 
potential competitor to the DAB family of 
services if support for certain radio data 
services were included, he speculated. 
DRM+ proposes to extend the DRM 

specification to cover VHF frequencies 
up to 120 MHz, which Zink theorizes 
may become an attractive option for 
broadcasters that have distinct local cov-
erage areas they wish to serve and do not 
require the higher bandwidth of DAB to 

support their services. 
HD Radio is attractive for its hybrid 

mode support for analog services, and 
Zink reports that Switzerland is broad-
casting HD Radio services, Germany is 
testing the system, and many East 
European countries have shown high 
interest in the technology. 

Both presenters felt strongly that 
broadcasters the world over benefit from 
having so many viable technologies to 
consider as they weigh which systems 
will be most appropriate for use in their 
markets. Perhaps the slow pace of digital 
radio deployment will begin to accelerate 
as more countries find ways to success-
fully transition their broadcast services 
from an analog world to a digital one. 

Daniel Mansergh, DOE of KQED(FM), 
San Francisco, and vice-chair of the 
Association of Public Radio Engineers, is 
a contributor to Radio World. • 
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Built-in Headlights Illuminate the Way 
by John Bisset 

Sunbury Broadcasting Chief Engineer Harry Bingaman 
always gets his brother a funny present for Christmas. 
The rules are it has to be funny but also practical. 

One weekend Harry was surfing the L.L. Bean site and 
found the hat shown in Fig. 1. He called it to my atten-
tion; my reaction was, "That's a nice hat, but no big deal." 

Then Harry showed me Fig. 2. The brim has two ultra-
bright LEDs sewn inside that run off a small battery cell in 
the adjustment band in the back. Now he had my attention! 
He ordered the hat and Harry saw a million uses for it, 

like finding the keyhole in a lock on the transmitter site 
gate; illuminating the combination lock at the fence sur-
rounding the base of the tower; as a replacement trouble 
lamp when you are looking inside the back of a dark 
equipment rack; and negotiating your way in a darkened 
equipment room or transmitter building when power is 
lost and the generator didn't start. 
He was so pleased with its performance that he 

ordered a second hat for himself. The hat is of good 
quality and discreet enough not to draw nerd comments 
from your coworkers. 

It was designed as a fishing cap with a broad bill to 
keep the sun out of your eyes. The LEDs help you see 
your way to the car after night fishing. The hat rates 4.5 
out of 5 stars among purchasers, with many of the com-
ments mentioning the inclusion of a bright light that 
doesn't require a heavy battery. 
Go to www.11bean.com and enter "Two Lights Fishing" 

in the search box. Harry Bingaman can be reached at 
kaqhhmbeaol.com. 

* * * 

I was reminiscing with an older broadcast engineer 
about the mentoring we both enjoyed early in our broad-
casting careers and how much of that is missing now. 

Although today's engineer may not have the luxury of 
learning at the side of a seasoned veteran, the next best 
thing is the Internet, to which we didn't have access in the 
1970s and ' 80s. The various SBE listservs are great 
places to get a lot of opinions on a variety of subjects. 

Case in point was a friend who was building a tube 
audio processing amplifier. 

Fig. 1: A nice cap with a broad bill 
keeps the sun out of your eyes. 

Unfortunately, the power trans-
former he purchased had excessive 
secondary voltages. For example, the 6 
volt AC filament voltage measured 
nearly 8 volts and the high voltage was 
nearly 130 percent of the rated voltage 
in the transformer schematic. Even 
under load, the high voltage was 
550 volts. 
A 25 ohm, 50 watt power resistor 

was placed in series with the primary in 
order to drop the input voltage to 109 
volts. This gave a reasonable filament 
voltage on the secondary. A 1200 ohm 
resistor was placed in the HF lead to 
drop the plate voltage to 300. 

But there had to be a better way. 
Curiously, the manufacturer of the 
transformer could not offer sugges-
tions. 

Going back to electronics theory, Roger DuFault 
with the CBS Radio cluster in Washington suggested 
adding a buck-boost transformer on the AC input leads 

Fig. 

of the original transformer. 
For those not familiar, a 24 V or less filament trans-

former is connected normally to the 120 VAC line. The 
24 volt secondary is then placed in series with the 120 
VAC input of the original transformer. Measure the out-
puts, and if the voltage is again too high, the buck-boost 
is in phase and must be reversed. 
When the phasing of the filament transformer is 180 

degrees out of phase with the original transformer, you 
get the "buck" action of reducing the voltage to the 
original transformer (wire it in phase, and the voltage is 
"boosted," hence the term). 

It's a technique you may recall from Electronics 101, 
still applicable today. Thanks, Roger, for cracking open 
the electronics book for a lesson we may have forgotten. 

Reach Roger DuFault at ccachickeneaol.com. 

2: But this one doubles as a flashlight 
with two high-intensity LEDs. 

** * 

It was fun receiving 
all the messages on the 
wireless mic modules 
and other kits that al-
lowed one to play DJ 
through their AM and 
FM radios. 

Radio World contribu-
tor Grady Moates wrote 
that he used a Knight-Kit 
Radio Broadcaster Amp-
lifier, which you can see 
at www.knightkit.com. 

Grady didn't have one 
of the earlier models; his 
had a cover on the bot-
torn and an AC/DC pow-
er supply. There was no 
power transformer. the 
chassis was connected 
directly to one side of the 
power outlet in the wall. 
As a boy, Grady's 

summer house had a concrete floor, and the Knight Kit 
was wired so that the fuse was in line with one side of 

See KNIGHT, page 16 
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Contradictions in Digital Medi 
In Many Ways, the Revolution Is of Two Minds 

Like many periods of dramatic change 
that preceded it, the digital media revolu-
tion is coping with internal struggles as it 
finds its way. In some cases, the diver-
gent paths it faces are diametrically 
opposed. 

Since good summer reading should be 
thought-provoking, let's look at a few 
fascinating instances of such conflict, for 
your reflection during this contemplative 
time of year. 

For better or for worse 
The first is a technical bifurcation — 

and one that has been touched upon pre-
viously in this column. 

As digital technologies improve and 
Moore's law continuously drives their 
cost lower, audio engineers have been 
blessed with the ability to sample and 
quantize signals with ever-better audio 
quality. 

The higher bit rates and larger file 
sizes thus produced are no problem to 
accommodate, as digital audio recordists 
strive toward that elusive "perfect" cap-
ture of sound. 

At the same time, other developments 
in digital technology allow more to be 
done with less, as perceptual coding 
("data compression") techniques also 
continue to improve. 

Application of these techniques 
unavoidably causes some degradation, 
but the resulting bandwidth savings often 
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makes their use worthwhile. Where trans-
mission bandwidth or storage capacity 
are scarce or costly, these systems can 
enable delivery of audio quality levels 
that would otherwise be prohibitive. 

These two modalities are each worthy 
pursuits, and not mutually exclusive, but 
they do cause some degree of schism 
within the industry. 

Purists decry the quality loss inherent 
in perceptual coding systems and, in par-
ticular, lament their use by increasingly 
popular online music distribution sys-
tems. 

While the high end of uncompressed 
digital audio continues to excel, its devel-
opers fear no one will ever enjoy the 
fruits of their labor, as compressed online 
distribution becomes the preferred (and 
perhaps eventually, the exclusive) 
method of music acquisition by con-
sumers. A chain is only as strong as its 
weakest link. 

This concern certainly applies to digi-
tal radio, which is a digitally compressed 
medium, of course, but here the critics 
are often less strident given the under-
standable concern for scarce spectrum. 

Nevertheless, in the ultimately fungi-
ble world of digital audio, a quality-vs.-
quantity battle always looms, in which 
the number of channels offered is a func-
tion of the amount of data compression 
applied. 
IBÔC multicasting and satellite radio 

(as well as Eureka DAB) have been criti-
cized for pushing the quantity limit too 
far, thereby causing audio quality to suf-
fer untenably. This is an argument with 
no real arbiter or solution, and like the 
loudness wars before it, one that is likely 
to be perpetually with us-. 

Such is the result of an industry pur-
suing two opposing directions simultane-
ously. Vector addition results in no net 
movement — or small movement toward 

The Big Picture 

by Skip Pizzi 

0:1 

J. 

a place that neither party is trying to 
reach. 

Expand and contract 
Another interesting paradox of the day 

is that as the value of diversity grows 
within U.S. society, media companies 
continue to consolidate. 

So as individual voices of the 
American people expand their range, the 
breadth of venues in which they can be 
widely reflected to the rest of the nation 
are shrinking. (This is a thesis well artic-
ulated in academic circles by Henry 
Jenkins, head of the MIT Comparative 
Media Studies program, but others in less 
lofty locales have also made this point.) 
The consolidation trend is found in 

practically all traditional media, and 
again, radio is prime among them. Our 
industry continues to press quietly for 
further reduction in regulation that would 
allow even greater consolidation than has 
already taken place. 
What impact will this have on the 

diversity upon which Americans recently 
seem to be placing such a high priority? 
What some critics find most insidious 

is the "pseudo-diversity" of media out-
lets. Although their overall number has 
not declined but has in fact increased 
over time, control of these outlets rests in 
the hands of a steadily decreasing num-
ber of players. What looks like a group of 
competitive media channels on the sur-
face often is simply a market strategy. 

Thus the political landscape for dis-
course may be shaped in ways that are 
not initially evident, and some positive 
social trends may be squelched in the 
process — or at least not given their due. 

Interestingly, there is strong evidence 
showing that minorities in the United 
States are among the heaviest users of 
new communication technologies. They 
are also the demographic groups that will 
comprise the bulk of U.S. population 
growth in the next decades. 

Factor this in and one could conclude 
that these merger-happy media providers 
are swimming against the tide with their 
continued penchant for consolidation. 
The pursuit of ever more concentrated 
market power may ultimately prove to be 
their undoing. 

Fourth Estate 
A final conflict occurs in the field of 

journalism. 
Ernest Wilson, dean of the Annenberg 

School of Communication at USC, 
recently presented the following syllo-
gism: If democracy relies on a free press 
(as our founding fathers strongly 
believed) and the press today is suffering 
through disruptive or even damaging 
change from the digital transition, then 
democracy itself could be at risk. 

This scary premise seems quite at odds 
with the common wisdom that democracy 

See TWO MINDS, page 16 
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Knight 
Continued from page 10 

the two-wire power cord — no polarized 
plugs back then. The on-off switch was in 
line with the other side. 

With the unit on, the plug had to be in 
the wall one way to not shock him. 

Grady writes he is extremely lucky he's 
not dead. I think many of us who experi-
mented with electronics as kids can make 
that same statement! 
He finally got in the habit of turning the 

device off by just pulling the AC plug out 
of the outlet. 

Grady Moates is at gradyeloudand 
clean.com. 

* * * 

Here's something that 
should be useful if you 
deal with large-scale 
remotes and wireless 
microphones. 

Sennheiser has an-
nounced its new Frequen-
cy Finder, a customized 
live Web interface that 
enables users to retrieve 
information on open 
radio frequency ranges 
based on a city or Zip 
code search. 
The site is at 

www.sennheiserusa.coml 
frequencyfinder. 

With election season 
here and the ever-
decreasing availability of open radio 
spectrum for wireless mics, it is more 
important than ever to plan and organize 
the deployment of wireless systems. 

What makes this site particularly use-
ful is that users can search FCC data 
without entering specific coordinates. 
This makes it easier to find the informa-
tion needed for a specific location. 

High- profile acts like the Dave 
Matthews Band, Justin Timberlake, Rod 
Stewart and The Police have tested the 
beta version, the company says. 

The Frequency Finder color-codes the 
results, showing channels in blue that are 

vacant, yellow for vacant channels but 
with strong TV transmitters on adjacent 
frequencies, and red for channels that 
cannot be used due to land mobile or 
radio astronomy applications. 

Selectable attenuation values allow 
engineers to compensate for different 
areas, such as outdoor, indoor or mixed 
environments. A device selector also dis-
plays Sennheiser wireless system ranges. 

* * * 

It's time to remember those forgotten 
air conditioner filters. 
Who knows what lurks behind the alu-

minum grate? Probably something like 
Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3: Summer is a good time to check and replace 
dirty air conditioner filters. 

Check and change the filters, or assign 
to an intern. The job doesn't have to take 
up your time but it needs to be done for 
reliable cooling system operation. 
John Bisset has worked as a chief 

engineer and contract engineer for 39 
years. He is the northeast regional sales 
manager for Broadcast Electronics and 
in 2007 received the SBE's Educator of 
the Year Award. Reach him at (571) 217-
9386 or jbissetebdcast.com. Faxed sub-
missions can be sent to (603)472-4944. 

Submissions for this column are 
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertifi-
cation credit. e 

Two Minds 
Continued from page 12 

is well served by the Internet's egalitari-
an nature, and that it espouses the very 
principles of that philosophy, by provid-
ing every individual with a venue in 
which their voice can be widely heard. 
We all realize that user-generated 

content is no substitute for professional 
journalism, but the latter is an expensive 
product. (In the context of this discus-
sion, it could be considered part of the 
cost of democracy.) 

If these new alternative media 
sources — and the rest of the Internet 
— draw enough eyeballs away from the 
channels that carry professional journal-
ism, the survival of that industry could 
be threatened. And if it should fail, or 

even be significantly curtailed, we 
could suffer a serious loss to our cul-
ture, and to the very workings of our 
governance models. 

The harm to professional journalism 
is already being felt, so this threat is not 
merely an academic discussion. It is a 
real and frightening prospect, but one 
that is not often considered as potential 
fallout from the digital revolution. 

Unintended consequences happen; 
just ask anyone in the record business if 
they ever thought releasing music on 
CDs would bring the industry to its 
knees a decade or so later. 

So as we travel down the digital high-
way, remember it's a two-way street — 
and not everyone is driving their bits in 
the same direction. 

Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of 
Radio World. e 

Channel Partners Meet at Harris 
Harris Corp. held its first Channel Partner Training in Mason, Ohio, this 

spring. A three-day event provided training on Harris analog AM/FM and HD 
Radio transmission, studio systems and Intraplex STL products for the company's 
radio broadcast market. 

Harris launched its channel partners team program in 2006, as reported here at 
the time. The company uses the equipment dealers, distributors and systems 
integrators to offer services such as planning and design assistance, disaster 
recovery, regionalized field resources, quicker response times and specialized 
integration teams. 

Representatives from 12 channel partners attended. Officials from Ibiquity 
Digital and Harris Finance also made presentations. 
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DRM: Behind Its Targets, But Catching Up? 
Continental's Adil Mina Says Lower-Cost "DRM is about two years behind, in our 

opinion. It's not because of transmitters 
DRM Receivers Are Coming `Soon or antennas or exciters. It's because of 

by Jeff White 

The author is vice chairman of the 
U.S. DRM Group and president of the 
National Association of Shortwave 
Broadcasters. 

CARY, N.C. Adil Mina grew up in his 
native Lebanon listening to radio stations 
from around the world on a large short-
wave radio, with all of the inherent static, 
fading and interference. 

Eventually he would find himself 
working for Dallas-based Continental 
Electronics as vice president of business 
development. Mina is also chairman of 
the U.S. DRM Group. 

Continental is an NASB member and 
manufacturer of shortwave transmitters. 
For the past 43 years he helped to design, 
build and commission many high-power 
medium-wave and shortwave transmit-
ters and systems. Lately he has been trav-
eling selling shortwave transmitters to 
religious, government and commercial 
stations globally. 
Mina is a true believer in shortwave. 
"I can really tell you that shortwave is 

alive and it is going forward," he told the 
U.S. DRM annual meeting in Cary, N.C., 
in May. (See related stories in the July 2 
issue of RW.) 
He admits that sales have been a little 

slow during the past four or five years. 
"Except for some huge numbers of trans-
mitters that have been sold to China dur-

ing the period from 2000 to now, short-
wave has been a little bit quiet, especially 
in the building of new stations." 

But he says that even with a world-
wide recession, many international cus-
tomers are still making plans to modern-
ize and buy new transmitters. 
Why is Mina bullish on shortwave? 
"I once asked a friend from Saudi 

Arabia if he was going to put all of his 
programming on satellite. He said: 'Mr. 
Mina, do I look that stupid? Do you think 
for one moment I would trust my broad-
casting to anyone who controls a satellite 
or a local radio and who could shut me 
off at any moment they desire?' 

"There's what the beauty of shortwave 
is. Whatever your faith and your belief in 
shortwave is, it is justified. Shortwave — 
no matter how many other ways of 
broadcasting are invented in the world — 
DAB, DMB, DVD, whatever it is — is 
still the only medium that you can broad-
cast from your backyard to any country 
in the world. 

"What's happening today," he said, "is 
that we finally realize that we, the tech-
nical people, should help you [the broad-
casters] make that sound clear and make 
it practical. And that's what DRM is all 
about." 

Two years behind 
But Mina acknowledges DRM is not 

quite where it should be. 
"I'll be very honest about it," he said. 

the receivers." 

been centered at Deutsche Welle, but 
Senger had to retire in March due to 
German law, and his project director 
Anne Fechner also has retired. 

The BBC stepped forward to take over 
the leadership of DRM. The controller of 
business development for BBC World 

Adil Mina with the author's wife Thais 

The DRM Consortium launched 10 
years ago. For that period, Deutsche 
WeIle's director of DRM, Peter Senger, 
has chaired the DRM consortium. Senger 
had been Deutsche WeIle's first chief 
engineer and later became DW's director 
of distribution for its terrestrial and satel-
lite networks. Most DRM administrative 
responsibilities during this time have 

Service, Ruxandra Obreja, is the new 
chairwoman of the DRM Consortium. 

The BBC believes DRM has matured, 
according to Mina, which is why the 
broadcaster nominated a person with a 
business rather than technical back-
ground. 

"Ruxandra, with her experience in 
See DRM, page 19 
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business development, will do a great job 
in promoting DRM worldwide," he said. 
Until three and a half years ago, DRM 

was a digital system for long-wave, 
medium-wave and shortwave — up to 30 
Megahertz. Then DRM+ was introduced. 
Now DRM works with frequencies up 

to 108 MHz — basically FM, so theoreti-
cally, it could someday compete with FM 
IBOC, according to Mina. 

Unfortunately, Mina points out, no 
transmitter manufacturer has yet made FM 
IBOC transmitters with DRM+, because, 
he believes, they have spent so much 
money developing IBOC transmitters. 
As to the question of economical 

receivers and why they aren't yet readily 
available: " Part of the reason," said 
Mina, "is maybe we took our time on the 
standard, deciding what we want the 
receiver to do." 

DRM is about two 

years behind, in our 

opinion. It's not 

because of 

transmitters or 

antennas or exciters. 

It's because of the 

receivers. 

— Adil Mina 

Another reason is some manufacturers 
decided to wait to introduce a lower-cost 
DRM tuner until the DRM+ standard was 
set. There are DRM radios available from 
Roberts, Morphy Richards and Himalaya. 
However some of the tuners exhaust their 
batteries in six to eight hours, Mina said. 

New DRM chips 
But Mina is hopeful. A new consor-

tium member, Analog Devices, intro-
duced new DRM chips a few months 
ago, and a new receiver is expected to be 
built in India. 

"We've seen the prototype," said Mina. 
"They're very encouraged. And we hope 
that we will have [a] $ 100 receiver." 
DRM Consortium members began 

talking about getting the receiver price 
down six years ago, he said. "There are 
receivers you can buy today for 200 
Euros. The 200 figure we were hoping 
for six years ago is here, but it's in 
Euros," which was about $315 U.S. in 
June. 

Mina is encouraged about a new tuner 
coming out of China. Thomson 
Broadcast found and worked with Dr. Lin 
Liang who founded a private company, 
Newstar Electronics; it plans to make 
DRM receivers. The design is being 
completed on what he called " very 
small" radios, he said. 

The new Chinese receiver will have a 
small LCD screen, GPS, a built-in photo 
album and a DRM receiver. 

Other DRM receivers are also being 

developed. Students at LeTourneau 
University in Longview, Texas, are work-
ing on a DRM unit, as are some three 
groups in China. There is also a group in 
South Africa developing a DRM receiver, 
specifically for use on shortwave, Mina 
said. 

Last year at this convention there was 
hope that the Chinese would have DRM 
transmissions on air in time for the 
Olympics. "That's not going to happen," 
said Mina. "But eventually we will see 
DRM broadcasts in China." 

China is buying DRM-ready transmit-
ters, he said. "China uses shortwave to 
talk to their own people. Because of that, 
they will go to DRM to cover their own 
territory. People in rural China need 
shortwave." 
He predicted low-cost DRM receivers 

would "soon" be on the market. 

Mina said most shortwave transmitters 
bought during the last 20 years that have 
solid-state modulators are ready for 
DRM with a minor modification and new 
exciter. Older transmitters with high-lev-
el plate modulation can be modified for 
DRM. "We have done many of them. We 
just finished one in Saipan." 

Although DRM isn't being used on 
medium-wave in the United States, there 
have been successful medium-wave 
simulcast tests in Mexico, Brazil and 
India, according to the consortium. There 
are also regular DRM broadcasts on 
medium-wave from several European 
broadcasters. 

If you order a new shortwave transmit-
ter today from companies like Con-
tinental, there's no extra cost for DRM 
capability; it's built in. If you need a 
DRM exciter for an existing transmitter, 

it's a slightly different story. "Our 
exciters are still a little bit too expen-
sive," said Mina. But he noted prices 
have dropped and said that HCJB World 
Radio is trying to develop a lower-cost 
DRM exciter. 
Mina said prices are still a bit prohibi-

tive for most potential 26 MHz DRM 
operations. A TCI study showed that a 
200-watt AM transmitter could cover the 
San Francisco Bay Area with one anten-
na, providing the FCC would license it. 

"But exciters are still 40,000 to 50,000 
Euros," he lamented, which is roughly 
$62,000 to $78,000 U.S. "That is dis-
couraging." In contrast, IBOC exciters 
cost about $20,000 he said. 

Jeff White is general manager of 
WRMI - Radio Miami International in 
addition to his roles with the U.S. DRM 
Group and NASB.t. 
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A Steep Climb for Auto HD Radio 
In Eastern Missouri, a Tour of Auto 

Dealerships Yields Few HD Radios 
by James G. Withers 

When asked if he shouldn't offer the 
Model T in various colors, Henry Ford 
supposedly said that his customers could 
order a Model T in any color they wanted 
as long as it was black. 

Until around 1960, the same was true 
for car radios: Customers could order any 
kind they wanted, so long as it had a sin-
gle speaker in the dash and tuned any AM 
station between 550 and 1600 kc (this 
being the abbreviation for kilocycles in 
use back then). Then on June 1, 1961, the 
FCC authorized FM stereo. Slowly, auto-
mobile manufacturers responded, first 
offering FM as an option, eventually as 
standard equipment. 

In 1963, GM offered an AM/FM radio 
as standard equipment on the Corvette, 
but as late as 1965, FM was still an 
option on the Pontiac OTO, as the picture 
of my '65 convertible will attest. 

Today, consumers have a dizzying 
selection of automobile audio accou-
trements from which to choose: from 
plain vanilla AM/FM, all the way through 
satellite digital radios with a dozen 
speakers, powered subwoofers and iPod 
connectivity. But where does HD Radio 
fit into all of this? 

Are auto manufacturers "pushing" this 
technology to consumers? Are consumers 
"pulling" the technology from car dealers? 
Is reality somewhere in between? And 
what does all of this mean on the street? 

Morning and afternoon drive remain 
critical ratings and revenue generators at 
most stations; so car listening is vital. 
Radio World sent me out to do a seat-of-
the-pants survey to find out. 
I am a child of the ' 60s (and thus des-

perately clinging to youth), so the first 

car into which I planned to lower the seat 
of my pants was the Corvette. But before 
jumping into my non-HD Radio-
equipped 2005 minivan to head out to the 
closest Chevrolet dealer, I decided to do a 
little searching on the Internet. 

iPod, MP3 connectivity 
A trip to the GM Web site turned out 

to be disappointing. I found an entire sec-
tion of the GM Parts and Accessories 

results; when I typed in the search words 
"HD Radio" on the accessories page, I 
received seven results, six of which 
referred to a special outside mirror 
option. Clearly, the number one and num-
ber two American car companies need 
some education about this technology. 
And the Japanese? 
At the Nissan site, I found a very nice 

sound system ($ 1,850 MSRP), but no HD 
Radio option. It did, however, require me 
to choose the luxury moon-roof option, in 
order to get the upgraded radio. 

What the sound system has to do with 

The author's daughter Kayley tunes his Delco AM radio, 
circa 1965 — definitely not HD-R. 

page devoted to iPod and MP3 con-
nectivity, but nothing on HD Radio. 
Specifically, the page advised me to "See 
the full range of GM vehicles with the 
fully integrated iPod PAL system, PMPC 
audio input jacks and exclusive Music 
Device Capability." Uh, HD Radio, guys? 
The Ford site did not yield better 

the moon roof, I could not decipher, but 
nevertheless, there it is; to get the nice 
(and still not HD-equipped) radio, you 
also get a hole in the roof. My new 
Nissan Murano LE, should I choose to 
buy one, would have a great vertical 
view, if somewhat lacking in the audio 
department. 
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I was getting nowhere fast. Time to get 
in the car and head out to hear the real 
scoop from the dealers. 

Vette demo 
My trip to Elco Chevrolet in 

Manchester, Mo., just outside St. Louis, 
was a kick, since Mark Gerecke, the 
salesman who helped me, was, like all of 
us 50-to-60-somethings, a Corvette nut. 
I introduced myself and Radio World, 

and asked if he could give me any info 
on, or an actual demo of, an HD Radio 
(preferably one mounted in the center 
console of the ZO5 'Vette) right there on 
the showroom floor. 

He mused about the "HD" nomencla-
ture for a minute, then asked me if I 
meant satellite radio. 

No, HD Radio. Like regular AM and 
FM radio, but digital and with more 
signals. 

Now, I could weave all kinds of fancy 
verbiage around his answer, but the short 
strokes were: "No." As in "No, I can't 
demo it," and "No, we don't sell it," and 
"No, I don't know when GM will make it 
available for sale." 

He did say I could get one from Best 
Buy; he also took my card and promised 
to call when he found out more from the 
corporate guys at GM. (He never got 
back to me.) 

Not an auspicious start, but I remained 
undaunted and climbed out of the 
Corvette and into the minivan for the trip 
down the road to the nearby Ford dealer, 
Bo Bueckman Ford. 

There I ran into Larry the new car sales-
man; I do mean "ran into," since he practi-
cally leaped out the front door to greet me, 
car sales being a bit anemic lately. 

Again, he was a knowledgeable and 
likeable car guy, but one without any 
specific info on HD Radio. He did, at 
least, know what it was (not satellite; no 
subscription charges; extra channels) 
and knew where at Ford to call for more 
information. 

See CARS, page 22 
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PRODUCT EVALUATION I 

HD RADIO NEWS 
August 1, 2008 

JVC's KD-AHD39 Packs a Punch 
From the Company's Arsenal Line Comes the 

KD-AHD39 With Built-In HD-R Tuner 

by Amanda Alexander 

As you may remember, I bought a 
Dual XHD6420 late last year. 

This was a good HD Radio, and in my 
opinion that's about it. 
I also wrote about having issues with 

the CD player not work-
ing properly. After the 
article in Radio World 
was published in the 
March 12 issue, more 
things happened. I end-
ed up calling Crutch-
field, and they allowed 
me and my fiancé to 
return our radios and 
get full credit back. 
By this time, I had 

been looking around for 
a new HD Radio. I like 
Kenwood the best; however, they have 
not made a radio yet with a built-in HD 
Radio tuner. 
I noticed a JVC KD-HDR30 radio. It is 

the upgrade to the KD-HDR1 that Ed 
Dulaney, chief engineer here at Crawford 
Broadcasting's Denver cluster, owns. This 
radio had everything I wanted: an auxil-
iary input on the front panel, easy display 
buttons and MP3/WMA compatibility. 
The only problem was, it was sold out at 
Crutchfield. 

It had been for a month when I finally 
started talking to Chad Vogelsong, gener-
al manager of marketing for JVC. I was 
surprised he took the time to talk to me 

via e-mail. I am sure he had more impor-
tant things to do than talk to some woman 
in Colorado who wanted a radio. 
He told me they were making the 

HDR30s, but demand was too high for 
them to keep up. He sent me a link to 
JVC's Arsenal line and told me about 

the KD-AHD39. It was basically the 
same radio as the HDR30, except it was 
slightly better thanks to a few enhance-
ments. 

After doing some research, I realized 
the Arsenal line was for higher-end cars. I 
own a Ford Escape — nothing fancy. This 
radio, at the time, was only $ 159.99 
through Crutchfield. 

Simple installation 
The unit hadn't been released just yet, 

but he said JVC had recently shipped it to 
Crutchfield. I didn't see it on their Web 
site, so I called. 

Crutchfield told me they did not have it 

but gave me the price. I went ahead and 
paid, not expecting to get it for a few 
more weeks. 

That very day, Crutchfield must have 
received the shipment. The next day I got 
my shipment notification and before I 
knew it, I finally had a new HD Radio. 

The installation of the radio is simple. 
Connect the Crutchfield-supplied vehicle-
specific wiring harness to the harness 
supplied with the radio, then just put it in 

• pet Ìt»10 

the hole left by the other radio. 
I was eager to play with it to see how it 

worked. I will admit I have never liked 
JVC all that much because I find the 
radios confusing. 
I would play around with Ed's radio 

every once in a while and just get con-
fused. I don't know if it is the "blonde 
factor" or just because the radio isn't 
logically laid out. So, yes, I got the 
book out. 
I did not see anything anywhere about 

bass and treble controls as you would find 
on most radios. I found the balance and 
fade controls easily. I showed my dad the 
book and he found it quickly. I'd been 

Product Capsule: 
JVC KD-AHD39 

Receiver 

Thumbs Up 

,/ Easy-to-use display button 

/ Easy-access SRC button 

/ Input level control 

/ Removable faceplate for added 

security 

Thumbs Down 

= r Treble/bass controls confusing 
Remote control too small 

PRICE: $ 199.95 MSRP 

Info: Mobilejvc.com. Click on -HD Radii" 

looking for the wrong thing. 
JVC does their treble/bass controls 

with what amounts to a seven-band 
graphic equalizer. I am still not entirely 
sure how the frequency bands provided 
correspond to the sound I am looking for. 
I tend to tweak my settings from time to 
time to get just what I want. 
I have had the radio now for a little 

over a month and I must say I love it. No 
problems yet. The AHD39 has an easy 
display button. You just push it and it 
comes up with what you want: time, sta-
tion frequency, title. 

HD2, HD3 presets 
The thing I really like is when an artist 

tags their CD with the music info, the CD 
See JVC, page 26 

Cars 
Continued from page 20 

He was kind enough to print out the 
official Ford position on HD Radio; I was 
amused to see that it was a reprint from 
www.hdradio.com. Turns out HD Radio 
will be offered as an option on certain 
models in 2009, but exactly which mod-
els is uncertain at this time. 
I took the printout, thanked Larry and, 

since I had passed on buying the 
Corvette, did a quick calculation to see if 
I had enough equity in my house to buy 
the 650HP Saleen Mustang. I definitely 
did not, so I saddled up in the van to find 
the next dealership. 

At this point I had an inspiration. The 
Germans! These guys know audio (not to 
mention cars). Heck, they invented mag-
netic tape recording; and old Gottlieb 
Daimler was building cars before Henry 
Ford had left the farm. They will know 
all about HD Radio. 
I found a 2008 Mercedes C350 on dis-

play, a great- looking car, with every 

Radio World's HD Radio Scoreboard is published 

in alternating issues. Selected data is from Ellen's MEDIA Access 

Pr'. the scoreboard also 

uses information supplied 

by sources including 

iBiguity Digital Corp. the 

HD Digital Radio Alliance 

and RW's own research 

BIA 
fn network 

www.bia.com 

imaginable option ... except HD Radio. 
Nor was there anything about "coming 
soon" on their showroom brochures. 
Back to the van and over to the 

Chrysler dealer. HD Radio? No. Honda? 
No. Toyota? No. 

Cadillac; Volkswagen (another stab at 
the Germans); Lincoln? No, nein and no. 
(I spoke with sales reps at Volkswagen 
and Cadillac, and relied on a touch screen 
"Build Your Car" display and print mate-
rial at Chrysler, Honda and Toyota.) 
I hadn't been to the Koreans 

(Hyundai), and we don't buy cars from 
China (yet), but I was running out of 
dealerships. 

Not yet at least 
The unfortunate conclusion of this sto-

ry is that, in my part of Missouri, HD 
Radio essentially is absent from new cars 
at this point. 

Now, gas being pricier than bottled 
water these days, I didn't drive all over 
St. Louis; but I touched on a dozen deal-
erships up and down "auto row" in subur-
ban St. Louis County and inquired into 
numerous brands. 

Given the lack of knowledge among 
salespeople about the product, it is also 
fair to say (and these salepeople acknowl-
edged) that there is little, if any, customer 
demand here. 

As to whether auto dealers would look 
further into HD Radio, or what might 
cause them to do so, my impression is 
they will respond when customers 
demand information, not before. I was 
clearly the first, or one of the first, to ask 

Where HD-R Stands With Automakers 

According to HD Radio business announcements, an HD Radio receiver is a 
factory-installed option on all new BMWs and Minis. HD Radio receivers are a 
dealer-installed option on all Ford, Lincoln and Mercury models; and, in 2009, the 
technology will be factory-installed on those vehicles. Volvo has announced that 
HD Radio technology will be a factory-installed standard across its product line. 

Toyota said after the NAB Show in April it would offer HD-R receivers as an 
option in the Scion soon. 

Mercedes has said it will include HD-R in its vehicles. 
Jaguar will offer the technology in its redesigned 2008 luxury XJ sedan. 

Hyundai will offer HD Radio receivers in its rear-wheel drive premium sports 
sedan, Genesis, introduced in 2008. 

Ibiquity has said some "hundreds of thousands" of HD-R receivers have been 
sold as of 2007, the latest figures available, according to a spokeswoman. The 
company has not separated out how many of those sales originated from automak-
ers or dealerships. 

about the new radios during my visits and 
inquiries in May. 
On the bright side, though, HD Radio 

is coming to a new Ford dealership near 
you, if not until calendar 2009. 
I did find a smattering of knowledge 

about the technology on the Web and 
among people 1 met. But I also found 
confusion about the availability, the cost, 
the number of channels, the delivery 
mechanism, and most important, the con-
sumer proposition of more free, over-the-
air, local radio choices. 
A semi-bright spot was Best Buy. 

There, I wandered back to the Car Audio 
department and met Scott, a nice young 
guy who knew more than anyone should 

— Leslie Stimson 

know about subwoofers, equalizers and 
audio systems. He showed me several 
aftermarket radios that included HD-R 
receive capability. 
He demoed two for me and they 

sounded terrific. He knew the difference 
between satellite ("You have to pay for a 
subscription") and HD Radio ("It is part 
of your regular radio stations; it's digital, 
you get more channels, and it sounds a 
little better"). He also editorialized that 
there was no way he would pay for satel-
lite radio, since HD-R was just as good 
and was free. 

Still, there was a cloud around this sil-
ver lining: "Of course, I just use my iPod 
when I'm in my car, so ...". 



ZX " Series 
FM iii- mode transmitters featuring 

multiple PA modules and power 

supplies for mazimum redundancy. 

When used with the FlexStar HDx 

Exciter, the ZX Series can operate 
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ZX transmitters are available from 
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DestinyTM 3DX-50 
Highly efficient, medium-wave 

transmitter, and the latest in 
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digital A M transmitters. Fully 
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PR&E NetWaveTM 
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Can a radio console be over-engineered? 
(Only if you think "good enough" really is good enough.) 

"OCD" redefined 
Building great consoles is more than punching 

holes in sheet metal and stuffing a few switches 

in them. Building a great console takes time, 

brain-power and determination. That's why 

we've hired brilliant engineers who are certified 

"OCD": Obsessive Console Designers, driven 

to create the most useful, powerful, hardest-

working consoles in the world. 

How It began 
"20-odd years ago," says Axia President Michael 

"Catfish" Dosch, "I was designing custom consoles 

for recording studios. Somebody at PR&E - it 

was still called Pacific Recorders then - liked 

what I was doing and invited me to move there. 

Work with Jack Williams, the guy who practically 

invented the modern radio 

console? I jumped at the 

chance; BMX consoles 

were ultra- reliable, 

sounded great, and 
o• 

nearly indestructible! 

"PR&E was a dream job. Jack 

taught me how to design consoles without 

compromise — how to over-engineer them. 

It's great to see, 15 or 20 years later, that many 

of the boards I designed are still on the air. 

"By the late 1990s, computers and routing 

switchers were becoming an essential part of the 

broadcast studio, and I'd been thinking about 

how useful it would be to combine console, 

router, and computer network. I shared some 

of my ideas with Steve Church, who'd introduced 

digital phone hybrids and ISDN codecs to 

radio. He thought the same way I did about 

computers in radio studios, and we decided to 

work together." 

Anew kind of console 
In 2003, Axia was launched to make digital 

consoles, but with a twist: Axia consoles would 

be integrated with the routing switcher, and 

networked to share resources 

and capabilities throughout the 

studio complex. This intelligent 

network of studio devices lets 

Axia build consoles that are 

more powerful and easier to 

use than ever. 

Our team of engineers 

blended the best ideas from 

old-school analog consoles with 

innovative new technology 

to produce bullet-proof 

boards that can actually 

make shows run smoother 

and sound better. 

And we invented a way to 

network studios, consoles 

and audio equipment using 

Ethernet. It's called Livewire"", Ther 

and it's now an industry standard. ce 

Livewire carries hundreds of channels of real-

time, uncompressed audio plus synchronized 

control logic and program-associated data on 

just one skinny CAT-6 cable. 

Lots of well-known broadcast 

software and hardware companies (over two 

dozen already) now make products that work 

directly with Livewire. Thanks to this scalable 

network technology, integrated router control 

is a standard feature of every Element. Any source 

in any studio can be loaded on any fader with 

no need for add-on panels. 

And Livewire lets you bring computer audio into 

the air chain without going through multiple 

A/D/A conversions. Our IP-Audio Driver lets 

you connect computers directly to the 

network without any intermediate I/O 

— all that's needed is a CAT-5 cable 

and your computer's Ethernet port. 

Feature packed 
Board-ops told us they wanted a console that's 

powerful, yet easy to use. So we designed 

Element to be user-friendly, yet still have all the 

power of a full-on production board. 

For example, Element Show Profiles can recall 

each operator's favorite settings with the push 

of a button — audio sources, fader assignments, 

monitor settings and more. And each jock's Show 

Profile contains personalized Mic Processing 

and Voice EQ settings that load every time 

they're on the air (so the midday 

guy will stop badgering you 

for "just a little more low 

end"). There's even a "panic 

button": one key-press returns 

a Show Profile to its default 

state instantly. (No more 3 A.M. 

"Help!" calls.) 

First Axia consofe prototype. Nice test stand, Ca tri5 

Did we say "mic processing"? You 

bet. Every voice channel gets 

studio-grade compression, 

de-essing and expansion 

from the processing experts 

at Omnia, plus three-band 

parametric EQ to sweeten 

the deal. There's even 

es 0 reosoil these iboonarldo_00:5uicieios processing headphoneso youdont 

'es ' re in mee  have to waste money building a separate 
side- chain just for the studio cans.  

Jocks have complained for years that making a 

mix-minus is too hard — so Element constructs 

mix-minuses automatically. Plus, mix-minus 

settings are saved for each audio source, so that 

sources, backfeed and machine logic all load at 

once. And every fader has a "Talkback" key to 

communicate with phone callers, remote talent 

or other studios using the console mic. 

Element frames are constructed 
from custom aluminum extrusions for maximum 
rigidity. Module fact plates and console side panels are machined (roil 
thick plate ohrninum. Even the hand rest is a beefy extrusion. With all thi: 
heavy metal, even that ham-handed overnight jock won't be able to dent it 

Speaking of phones, board-

ops have enough distractions 

without having to reach for 

an outboard phone control 

panel. Element has hybrid 

controls with dedicated 

faders for Telos talkshow 

systems; there's even a dial 

pad so jocks can dial, pick 

up, screen and drop calls 

without ever diverting their 

attention from the console. 

Nearly every air talent has accidentally changed 

a fader's audio source while it was on-the-air. To 

prevent that error, Element "queues" source 

changes: the operator must turn the fader off 

before the next assigned source "takes". 



The radio console, redefined. 
Element was designed to fulfill either a production 

or on-air role, with amazingly powerful features 

waiting just beneath the intuitive surface. For 

instance, Element can mix in 5.1 Surround as well 

as stereo. That's standard; nothing extra to buy 

(except more speakers). There are four stereo Aux 

Sends and two Aux Returns, so production guys 

can use their favorite outboard EX boxes. 

Great for custom IFB 

feeds, too. 

Got a PA mixer tucked 

away in a studio 

Clear the junk out of your stu.dio, corner to Mix MiCS 
Element hos 8 submixers built in. for live performers, 

talk shows and such? Element has 8 Virtual 

Mixers — no outboard gear needed 

And the Virtual Mixers emulate ACU-1s 

allowing tight integration with automation and 

satellite systems. 

You can administer Element remotely, from 

home, the airport — wherever there's network 

access. A password-protected web server lets 

you examine the state of the console, see 

what's on the air and even fix operator mistakes, 

without ever leaving the comfort of that new 

Aeron'TM desk chair you (ahem) "requisitioned" 

from the Sales department. 

Small VU meters mounted at desk level 

are hard to read, so we re- invented the 

traditional meter bridge. Element's big 

meters are presented on an easy-to-read 

computer monitor along with large analog 

and digital clocks, event and countdown 

timers, and tallies that light when mics 

are open, delay is active, or during 

phone calls. You can even customize the 

display by adding your station's logo. 

Beneath the surface 
There's more to building a great board than 

just features. Consoles have to be rugged, to 

perform flawlessly 24/7, 365 days-a-year, for years 

at a time. So when it came time to choose the 

components that would go into Element, we 

literally scoured the globe for the absolute best 

parts — parts that would take the torture that 

jocks dish out on a daily basis. 

First, Element is fabricated from thick, machined 

aluminum extrusions for rigidity and 

RF immunity. The result: a board 

that will stand up to nearly 

anything. 

With so many devices in the 

studio these days, the last thing 

anyone needs is gear with a noisy cooling 

fan. That's why Element's power-supply is 

fanless, for perfectly silent in-studio operation. 

Element modules are hot-swappable, of course, 

and quickly removable. They connect to the 

frame via CAT-5, so pulling one is as simple as 

removing two screws and unplugging an Ri 

— no motherboard or edge connectors here. 

41110111b Faders take massive abuse. The 

ones used in other 

consoles have a 

big slot on top 

that sucks in dirt, 

crumbs and liquid like the government sucks in 

taxes. By contrast, our silky-smooth conductive-

plastic faders actuate from the side, so grunge 

can't get in. And our rotary controls are high-

end optical encoders, rated for more than five 

million rotations. No wipers to clean or wear 

out — they'll last so long, they'll outlive your 

mother-in-law (and that's saying something). 

Element's avionics-

grade switches are 

cut from the same 

cloth. Our design 

team was so obsessed 

with finding the perfect 

long- life components that 

they actually built a mechanical "finger" to 

test switches! Some supposedly "long life" 

switches failed after just 100,000 activations; 

when they found the switches used in Element, 

they shut off the machine after 2 million 

operations and declared a winner. (The losers 

got all-expense-paid vacations to the landfill.) 

Individual components are easy to service, too. 

Faders come out after removing just two screws. 

Switches and rotary volume controls are likewise 

easy to access. And all lamps are LEDs, so you'll 

likely never need to replace them. 

Engineers have said for years that console 

finishes don't stand up to day-to-day use. Silk-

screened graphics wear off; plastic overlays last 

longer, but they crack and chip — especially 

around switches and fader slots, where fingers 

can easily get cut on the sharp, splintered 

edges. We decided that we could do better. 

Element uses high-impact 

Lexan overlays with color 

and printing on the back, 

where it can't rub off. 

And instead of just 

sticking the Lexan to 

the top of the module 

like some folks do, our 

overlays are inlaid on the 

milled aluminum module faces 

to keep the edges from cracking and 

peeling — expensive to make, but worth it. 

For extra protection, there are custom bezels 

around faders, switches and buttons to guard 

those edges, too. Element modules will look 

0 11, 
By the way, those on/off keys, fader knobs and 

bezels are our own design, custom-molded 

to give positive tactile feedback. The switch 

is flush with the bezel, so it's easy to find by 

touch. But if something gets dropped on it, the 

bezel keeps the switch from being accidentally 

activated. 

great for years. 

More than just products 
Catfish learned something else important from 

his time at PR&E: "Even the best products are 

nothing without great support." So Axia employs 

an amazing network of people to provide the 

be.a support possible: Application Engineers with 

years of experience mapping out radio studios... 

the most knowledgeable, friendly sales people 

in the biz... Support Engineers who were formerly 

broadcast engineers. Plus a genius design team, 

software authors who dream code... one of the 

lamest R&D teams in broadcast. 

And now Axia has become radio's 

first console company to offer 24/7 

support, 365 days a year. Chances are 

you'll never need that assistance, but if 

you do, we'll be ready for you. Our 'round-

the-clock help line is +1-216-622-0247. at-2194122-

Proudly Over-Engineered 
Are Axia consoles over-engineered? You bet. If 

you're looking for a cheap, disposable console, 

there are plenty out there — but this ain't it. 

Not everyone appreciates this kind of attention 

to detail, but if you're one who seeks out and 

appreciates excellence wherever you may find 

it... Axia consoles are built just for you. 

www.AxiaAudio.com 
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WAMU HD2 Kicks Ups Its Heels 

With Bluegrass Open House 
Hundreds of visitors 

turned out for an open 
house for the HD2 chan-
nel of WAMU(FM) in 
Washington in June. 
The channel airs 
"Bluegrass Country." 
WAMU staff gave 

studio tours for more than 
300 visitors; listeners also 
heard five bluegrass bands on 
the lawn, according to Richard Cassidy, 
director of content operations for WAMU. 
Ibiquity Digital staff brought car demos, 
handouts of HD Radio facts, and some 10 
radios for display. 

AMIrt, 
BLUEGRASS 
OUNTR 

The station gave away more 
than 1,000 Radiosophy HD 
Radios last fall for member-
ship donations of $ 100. 

"We have had a great 
time building our Bluegrass 
Country station on HD2," 
said Cassidy. 
You can see some of the 

pictures in the gallery at 
bluegrasscountry.org. 

— Leslie Stimson 

Nanci Gius, WAMU business manag-
er, and show host Katy Daley stand 

in front of an HD Radio sign. 

Finally, a super compact ultra-portable broadcast mixer that's perfect for 

any job you want to throw at it. It's loaded with the staples big profes-

sional radio consoles have to ensure your shows come off without a hitch. 

And unlike the big boys, it's got a bell and whistle or two that make it the 

essential centerpiece part of any ad hoc studio. 

Intuitive and easy to use, with large color-coded controls and bright LED 

meters, it gives you superb audio quality with ten mic and line-level 

inputs across six mixing channels for real versatility. And you can 

seamlessly add a guest announcer with their own headphone mix with 

our optional Multiphones MiniPod . 

With its built in DA/AD audio codec via a USB port , simply 

connect the SixMix to any USB-compatible computer and you're on the 

air Use your favorite software to serve up tunes or any recorded program 

material through the SixMix. Push your program back to your computer 

HENRY 

FE 

for recording or streaming. Need to send a separate feed to another PC or 

server? There's even a dedicated S/PDIF port to handle it. 

Factor in its cue speaker and automatic monitor muting, mix-minus out-

put, comprehensive headphone and monitor systems, plus a wealth of 

output options and it's clear to see that SixMix will transform your laptop 

or desktop computer into a full-fledged professional broadcast studio. 

SixMix. You're on the air. 

Henry Engineering • 503 Key Vista Drive, - Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA • T: 626.355.365 • F: 626.355.00p • email: Info@henryeng.com 

www.henryeng.com 

JVC 
Continued from page 22 

player will read that information and the 
text will scroll just like it would for an 
MP3 CD. There is an AUX jack on the 
faceplate to make for easy connection of 
an MP3 player. 

There is also an easy-access SRC but-
ton to switch between the radio, a CD or 
the AUX input. There are 18 FM presets 
and six AM presets. This radio, unlike the 
HDR1, stores HD2 and HD3 presets. 
The faceplate is detachable so you 

can keep your radio secure when you are 
not in the car. There is also a surround 
sound decoder for HD Radio for those 
stations that transmit surround. It cer-
tainly makes the sound fuller, even if 
you only have four speakers like I do. 
The radio also comes with a small 
remote control, but it's so small that it 
could easily get lost. 
One other thing I have found that I 

like about this radio, since my MP3 play-
er audio is low when connected, there is 
an input level control that you can set 
from - 10 to + 10. By adjusting this con-
trol, I was able to make the audio from 
my MP3 player the same as the rest of 
the audio from the radio. 

There is a "Hold" button that you can 
use when the station you are listening to 
switches back from analog to digital con-
stantly ( such as in a transition area). You 
can have it set on "Auto," which means 
if there is an HD-R signal it will decode 
it; -Analog," which locks the analog sig-
nal only, so if the digital is weak, it 
won't switch back and forth; and 
"Digital" which — you guessed it — 
locks only on digital signals and keeps it 
from going to the analog signal. 

This feature has proved useful for me 
as there are a few places around Denver 
where the signal jumps back and forth due 
to power lines and terrain. 

The radio has some optional add-on 
features such as the JVC iPod adapter, a 
Bluetooth adapter, satellite radio and a 
CD changer. 

So far I have had zero problems with 
this radio. I have been pleased with how 
it works. The audio quality is great. 
Everything was relatively easy to figure 
out. 
I would definitely suggest anyone who 

wants a good HD Radio and is willing to 
spend a little extra cash to go out and buy 
the JVC KD-AHD39. I don't think any-
one will be disappointed. 

The author is an engineer for Crawford 
Broadcasting in Denver. e 
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BTC 
Continued from page 5 

for data and specialized services. To 
Brenner, the difference is the content and 
the partner. 

"Navteq has greater than 90 percent 
market share in digital mapping; they have 
relationships with every automaker out 
there. They have content that makes the 
dashboard a utility. 

"If we're the partner, it's the perfect 
marriage," because by putting content 
like traffic and weather on a Navteq map, 
radio extends its traditional involvement 
in such information. 

"It's not just ' traffic on the lOs' any-
more. It's a logical next evolution of 
technology serving the next function. 
(Consumers) want to be able to touch a 
screen to know where traffic is, not have 
to wait. It's a natural fit." 

It's important to note, though, that this 
is not an arrangement under which a sta-
tion brand is visible to the consumer. 

"Navteq owns the content. For broad-
casters, it's hard for them to give up that 
'public face' to the consumer, but they're 
not getting a piece of real estate that says 
`WABC." Each navigation device will 
know how to seek the signals out without 
consumer involvenient, so a station's role 
is invisible to the user. The benefit to a 
broadcaster is monetization of digital 
technology, not telling listeners about it. 

Brenner believes the traffic data con-
cept could translate into millions of dol-
lars for broadcasters if HD Radio is suc-
cessful. Beyond the revenue angle, he is 
excited to have Navteq promoting HD 
Radio to its automaker partners. "We're 
really dragging the premier content part-
ner for dynamic dashboards into our 
industry," he said. 

At a recent automaker event in Detroit. 
he said the "audio-plus" applications con-
cept drew attention. " Multicast' and 
'sounds better' is not an argument that 
woos people, especially when (carmak-
ers) are getting subsidies from the satel-
lite guys. In general, I was shocked at the 
amount of interest the automakers 
showed (about) applications without 
audio. They found it very appealing." 
BTC has six markets online with the 

new digital data distribution; they are Los 
Angeles, New York, Chicago, Boston. 
Tampa and Detroit. Brenner hopes to 
have 60 cities up by September and 100 
by early next year. 

Navteq licenses the deals under its 
moniker of Navteq Connected Services. 
or NCS. For its plan to work, Navteq 
must convince application service 
providers, original equipment manufac-
turers and automakers to carry its traffic 
and location content and services, so it is 
working with various portable navigation 
companies, hoping to put products on the 
shelf, and with carmalcers, aiming to get 
its offerings into the dash. The latter can 
take years. 

Meanwhile, Brenner hopes broadcast 
equipment manufacturers and Ibiquity 
will invest more time and effort into the 
data side of HD Radio's growth. 

"As an industry we need to think dif-
ferently, to be there and support these 
kinds of application providers. That's 
how the money funnels to us for HD. The 
vendors put a lot more priority on the 
audio side of HD. I'm not faulting them; 
but this data capacity is very big." 
Comment on this or any story. Write to 

radioworld @ nbmedia.com. • 

HD Radio Goes to Kiev 
lbiquity Digital says interest in HD Radio is increas-

ing in Europe. 
It shared a photo from a broadcast event in Ukraine 

in May, when Ukraine Radio Group, which runs two 
IBOC stations and is part of the European HD Radio 
Alliance, sponsored a display at the annual Radio-
Television Expo in Kiev, including receivers and a 
Nautel transmitter demonstrating multicast broadcasts. 

Pictured from left: Sergiy Voronov (technical sup-
port), Andriy Karpiy (UGR president), Taytyana Kozyr 
(GM), Hal Kneller (Ibiquity, director of international 
broadcast business development), Evgeniy Dvoretskiy 
(technical support), Alyona Kryvets (external rela-
tions), Neil Pole (Radyne), Valentina Boklan (market-
ing) and Norman Carpenzano (World Family of Radio 
Maria). 

AudioTX STL-IP: 
An IP solution for transmission-grade audio distribution. 

AudioTX SIL-IP offers live audio transmission over IP networks with transmission grade audio quality, 

robustness and extremely low delays - as low as 5ms! Transmit and receive your audio using 

point-to-point UDP or TCP/IP, and point-to-multipoint Multicast network protocols. A single system 

can transmit audio on up to six simultaneous connectons, each using different audio coding and 

network protocols if required (and to an unlimited number of destinations using Multicast). 

AudioTX STL-IP-16 / STL-IP-8 

IP audio multiplexer/distribution system with up to 

16 inputs and outputs - a larger version of the STL-IP. 

Send and receive individual stereo or mono audio 

channels, or multiple channels, to/from other SIL-IP 

or SIL-IP 16/8 units. TCP/IP, UDP or Multicast audio. 

Ancillary data and GPIO in sync with audio. 3RU 

rackmount unit. 

AudioTX SIL-IP 

Stereo unit with both analog and AES digital inputs 

ard outputs. TCP/IP audio to up to 6 destinations or 

Multicast. Receive audio from any one remote unit. 

Ancillary data and GPIO in sync with audio. 1RU 

rackmount unit. 

AudioTX SIL-IP Connect 

For news reporters, remotes and other portable live audio applications. 

SIL-IP Connect software runs on laptop, tablet or desktop PCs and allows 

live broadcasting from any internet connection with stereo audio from 

as little as 14 kbps - DSL/Cable, WiFi hotspots, hotels, cafes, mobile data 

- at home or half way around the woild! 

Want To Hear the Difference? 

Log onto 

http://www.bdcast.com/AudioTX 

Tomorrow's Radio Toc ay 
Broadcast Electronics, Inc. 

(217) 224-9600 

bdcast@bdcast.com 
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Z/IP Sustains Longtime Connection 
Telos Systems' IP Codec Connects Two Studios, 

Delivers Audio Stream for Three-Hour Talk Show 
by Ed Rusch 
Independent Producer 

ATLANTA The prevalence of broadband 
Internet connectivity, along with today's 
robust VolP technology, made me think a 
few months back that a broadcast-quality 
application was just around the corner. I 
was excited to learn that Telos Systems 
was developing a resource to do just that. 
I was invited to beta test the Zephyr/IP 

and eager to see how feasible it was to use 
the Internet to deliver reliable broadcast-
quality sound over long periods of time. 

Going the distance 
The Telos Zephyr/IP (Z/IP) uses an IP 

codec that is optimized for operation over 
the Internet. My experience using the Z/IP 
over the past three months has exceeded 
my expectations. 

Before first using the VIP, I had a few 
biases: How would an Internet application 
like this sustain a reliable and consistent 
audio stream over long periods of time? 
How distinguishable would the audio from 
the Z/IP be vs. the sound from the main 
studio? Would there be a significant delay 
from one end to the next, wreaking havoc 
on dialogue between hosts in different stu-
dios? What about configuring the VIP to 
even connect through a variety of net-
works, firewalls, routers and switches? 

The Z/IP's ability to sustain a reliable 
audio stream was the biggest concern of 
mine because I am using the VIP to con-

nect two studios for a talk show that runs 
for up to three hours. 

The main studio is located in Akron, 
Ohio, the other is in Atlanta. There are 
two main personalities involved, one 
located in each city, and they are joined 
by others in the main Akron studio. The 
Atlanta studio is a home office environ-
ment with a typical consumer DSL 
Internet application installed. 

After working through the installation, 

my biggest concern became a non-issue. I 
have yet to experience any problems with 
the VIP's ability to deliver over long peri-
ods of time. The end of the third hour is 
always at the same quality level as the first 
five minutes, and I have never experienced 
a dropped connection. 

What about the host in the remote stu-
dio sounding significantly inferior to the 
rest? I am delighted to report that this has 
been a non-issue as well. 

With the remote studio set to stream at 
a 128 kbps rate, the quality difference is 
negligible. Listeners are surprised to hear 
of the remote nature of one of the hosts 
when it is mentioned by them during a 
show. It takes a person with a discerning 
ear to know that one participant is outside 
the universe of the others. 

These challenges were behind me, so I 
turned my attention to the impact of a 
delay between VIP boxes. 
I am, notoriously, one to step on a per-

son's next sentence when speaking on a 
cell phone, and thought this same effect 

»oft. 
audessence 

quality transmission products via local US dealers 

• 
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• 

• 

• Fully featured RBDS at a competitive price! 

• Dynamic control through GPI, USB, and RS232 

• Reliable, easy-to- use Windows software 

• Address 1-255 units from satellite serial data 

Call your local dealer for immediate trial of our RoHS compliant RDS/RBDS encoder 

-69,P1 www.audessence.com IN • :d 

could cause problems for the personalities 
during a broadcast. After all, I would be 
jamming a whole lot more information 
over the Internet than a typical cell phone. 

Though a slight delay does exist, it is 
negligible and does not interfere with their 
ability to interact seamlessly. Another con-
cern off the checklist. 

Missing link 
My smallest bias ended up becoming 

my only challenge. 
When I received the Z/IP from Telos, I 

could not get a link between the router and 
the VIP. It seemed as if the VIP recognized 
some networking hardware but not others. I 
am smart enough to know that it is unrealis-
tic to expect everything to go perfectly, 
especially with a beta VIP, so I figured this 

would give me an opportunity to better 
understand Telos' repair and service team. 

The staff was great to work with and 
they responded quickly to resolve the 
problem. It was good to build a rapport 
with them through this issue, as they gave 
me additional skills and insight that I ben-
efit from today. 

After getting the hardware to talk, I had 
to get the zip to talk to the VIP server at 
Telos so the studios could be linked. The 
Z/IP includes a studio codec and a PC-
based server that addresses firewall and 
Network Address Translation issues. With 
a little configuration, we were in business. 

The VIP also has the capability to con-
nect via WiFi connection. This was a nice 
surprise. I have used this feature on sever-
al occasions and it performs as reliably as 
if it were connected with a network cable. 

For more information, contact Telos 
Systems at (216) 241-7225 or visit 
www.telos-systems.com. 

TECH UPDATES 

Moseley STL Supports Ethernet, HD-R 
Moseley Associates offers digital STL 

products with Ethernet capability for HD 
Radio and multicasting as well as IP net-
work connections to transmitter sites. 

"In addition to HD Radio, Ethernet 
connectivity brings new innovative and 
money-saving IP-based applications to 
"remote transmitter sites," said Dave 
Chancey, broadcast sales manager. 

The company's Starlink SL9003Q-2SLAN STL provides AES audio and UDP 
IP for HD Radio and multicasting on the 950 MHz'band. 

Starlink SL9003T1 STL/TSL for T 1 circuits or wideband microwave links 
transports bidirectional digital audio and IP for HD Radio and multicasting plus an 
IP LAN connection, remote control and telephone extension. 

LanLink HS 900D license-free data radio is a 1 Mb bidirectional Ethernet and 
serial data link for IP-based equipment control, RBDS, security surveillance and 
Internet and e-mail. 

"The ability to mount an IP surveillance camera at a remote site can avert a cop-
per theft that could cost the station thousands to repair," said Chancey. 

For more information, contact Moseley Associates at (805) 968-9621 or visit 
www.moseleysb.com. 

Radio Systems Offers IP-Connect 

41j oield ip.r., 

Radio Systems has debuted 
IF-Connect, a broadband 
licensed studio-transmitter 
data link. The company says 
IP-Connect -offers options for 
Ethernet-based, bi-directional 

multichannel audio and broadband data connectivity for transmission applications. 
IP-Connect's IPC-100 data link is the first is Radio Systems' series of program-

mable, scalable and spectrally efficient 11, 18 and 23 GHz band radios. The units 
are fully configurable due to their single-chip ASIC modem featuring integrated 
FEC with selectable coding rates allowing transport data rates from 8 to 32 Tls, 
2xDS3, 50 to 250 Mbps Ethernet, or up to 2xSTM1 + 2xTl. Mixed data rates and 
formats also can be supported allowing the IPC-100 to act as a transparent data 
pipe for a network plant. 

Due to the IPC-100's frequency and bandwidth agility, it offers licensed appli-
cations for program audio "last mile" studio to transmitter links in the 18 GHz 
band, according to the company. 

For more information, contact Radio Systems at (856) 467-8000 or visit 
www.radiosystems.com. 



Ethernet path... 

IP-based equipmen ontrol 

Remote mirrored servers 

Transmitter remote control 

RBDS 

Surveillance and security 

Backup audio path 

to the transmitter site. 

• 
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Innovative IP-based applications save money, save 

time and protect valuable station assets. But how 

to get IP connections at remote transmitter sites? 

LanLink HS-900 provides IP Ethernet and 

RS- 232 data where no wires or cables exist. 

And without licenses, leases or new antennas. 

Ask the digital STL experts today. 

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621 Bill Gould 978.373.6303 www.moseleysb.com 
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Harris Eliminates Problems for Pubcaster 
Intraplex Tl Connectivity Improves Coverage Area 

And Quality for Two Radio Stations in Anchorage 

by Chuck Lakaytis 
Director of Engineering 
Alaska Public Broadcasting Inc. 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska Alaska 
Public Broadcasting consists of 27 
radio and four television stations. We 
are independent licensees, compris-
ing a mixture of university, commu-
nity and school board licensees. The 
radio network reaches well more than 
90 percent of the state population. 
Two of the radio stations, KBBI(AM) 

in Homer and KDLL(FM) in Kenai, 
broadcast much of the same mixed format, 
but — with the exception of news pro-
gramming — air very different programs. 
KBBI operates KDLL under a LMA. 

About 80 percent of KDLL's transmitted 
content is sent from the KBBI studios as a 
customized, independent program stream. 
The content is transported via a private T1 
circuit over a 90-mile distance. A Harris 
Intraplex STL HD Plus platform provides 
connectivity at each studio to send and 
receive compressed analog program 
audio, as well as data, voice and remote 
control signals. 

The Intraplex platform operates over a 
large fiber network that replaced two 
bonded 64 kbps lines provided by a com-
mon carrier. The older service, used for 
several years, was hampered with frequent 
outages, artifacts and buffering problems 
that had an adverse effect on the terrestrial 
output. It was a high-priced service with 
unsatisfactory customer support. 

Seeking a better solution, KBBI con-

tacted Homer Electric Association, an 
electric cooperative that had recently 
installed a large fiber network. 

--9•1111111,11.10E— Ilar 
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KBBI's general manager at the time, 
Susan Kernes, worked out a long-term 
underwriting agreement with Homer 
Electric to secure a cost-effective Tl cir-
cuit using excess fiber from the network. A 
different common carrier, Alaska 
Communication Services (ACS), signed 
on to manage the first and last mile of the 
fiber connectivity between the two studios. 

The Intraplex platform provides a high-
quality, compressed analog audio signal that 
is reliably delivered without degradation. 
(The analog audio is digitized at KDLL for 

HD Radio transmission.) The system was 
commissioned to send a return stereo audio 
feed back to KBBI that splits into two mono 
feeds. One channel carries the KDLL air 
signal for confidence monitoring; the other 
channel can relay feeds from the KDLL 
console, including news stories. 

The Intraplex system also interfaces 
with a group of codecs to transport live 
audio of public meetings from remote 

locations for broadcast. This allows the 
two stations and a repeater station in 
Seward to broadcast zoning discussions, 
borough assemblies and other public meet-
ings throughout the lower Kenai Peninsula, 
a task not possible prior to installing the 
Intraplex platform. 

Two-way street 
The audio improvements with Intraplex 

transport over T1 have been significant. 
Service interruptions, clicking and other 
strange noises and artifacts have been 

eliminated from the chain, resulting in a 
much cleaner transmission. 

Setting up the system was simple. Harris 
representatives explained which cards 
would meet our requirements, as well as 
how to install the modules, set the DIP 
switches and put the system into service. 

The system includes a wide-area net-
work card for IP and WAN connectivity 
between the two studios. This primarily is 
used by KDLL operators to access the 
company server in Homer. It occasionally 
is utilized to download audio files for 
local use, including fundraising broadcasts 
at KDLL. 
A voice frequency module enables 

intercom services across the 90-mile path. 
Board operators and news staff can use 
this as a talkback circuit to talk offline and 
coordinate cues prior to going live. 
Various live talk and news programs are 
the only regular program simulcasts on 
both stations, and on occasion there are 
guests for the same show at each studio 
location. The two-way connectivity 
between studios makes this easy. 
A final serial data card provides remote 

control capabilities. KBBI engineers can 
use the Intraplex link to control the KDLL 
transmitter in the event of a service issue. 

The system has never had a module 
failure, gone out of alignment or been 
forced to switch to a redundant power sup-
ply. The only service interruptions were 
caused by equipment issues with the com-
mon carrier and an unauthorized patch by 
an IP technician at a company located in 
the same building as the KDLL studio. 
There have been a total of four outages 
since the Intraplex system was installed in 
late 2002, for a total time of approximate-
ly six hours. 

For more information, including pric-
ing, contact Harris at (513) 459-3400 or 
visit www.broadcast.harris.com. e 
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Suprima Enables IP Remote 
WQXR Uses MusicamUSA Codecs to 

Broadcast `Summer Concert' in New York 

by Rodney Belizaire 
Chief Engineer 
WQXR(FM) 

HOLMDEL, N.J. Approximately 
50,000 classical music devotees were seat-
ed outdoors at the Metropolitan Opera's 
"Summer Concert: Live in Prospect Park," 
and many more were tuned into 
WQXR(FM)'s exclusive broadcast on air 
and online around the world. 
I use MusicamUSA's Prontonet to keep 

the nation's most-listened-to classical sta-
tion humming 24/7 on Radio@AOL, and 
encountered an interesting challenge for 
the remote broadcast: no available ISDN 
lines and no IP access at the location, as 
the Met was recording the performance 
on video. 
My IP solution to direct the signal out of 

the park and over the airwaves and Internet 
was genius. Enter four MusicamUSA 
Suprimas for the remote and presto. 
History was made in New York. 

All Mobile Video originated the video 
link, uplinked it to satellite and down-
linked to the Jumbotrons in the park. 
AMV has downlink facilities in 

Carteret, N.J., and Manhattan. They sent 
our audio from the park ( mixed by 
Director of Operations and Distribution 

Harold Chambers) onto a 
pair of the satellite audio 
subchannels via Ku band. 
We picked it up from the 
downlink locations with both 
Suprimas for redundancy. 
I had a static DSL circuit at the 

station and the other unit was on our 
company WAN for backup. The IP 
streams were then converted to analog 
audio via Suprima. 

A New York first? 
Everyone was excited as this was our 

first our IP remote, even though we've 
been using IP to feed Japan and AOL 
WQXR content for years. 
Up until now our remotes have been 

exclusively ISDN. I needed a codec with 
multiple algorithms, particularly the apt-
X, which is why I chose MusicamUSA's 
Suprimas. This was a music concert, and 
quality of audio was a top priority for the 
remote. 
I was a little hesitant at first to do IP, 

but we had a successful 2-1/2 hour contin-
uous music remote that I believe was the 
first one ever done via IP in New York. 

Other stations have broadcast talk and 
news content with breaks via IP, but this 
was a music concert and it was the Met. 

From the Met 

Audio 
quality and con-

sistency was so important 
that at one point I had the Suprima 

buffers up to eight seconds. But we had 
no dropouts and the sound was excellent. 
One key Suprima feature of which 

I'm particularly fond is the simple front 
panel and its large buttons, which do 
make a difference. The setup time is so 
quick; you can do it within two minutes. 
I didn't have to open my laptop until 
much later in the configuration process 
to do the QOS. 

Another excellent aspect is the graphi-
cal user interface; you can see the 
amount of buffer and QOS. I love seeing 
the amount of jitter, the quality of the line 
and being able to access the other unit 
remotely. I was even able to go back and 
forth on all the units with four pages up. 
And of course the fact that it's in a 1 RU 
box is beneficial for saving rack space. 

Most of all, I can't say enough about 
the technical support at MusicamUSA. I 
had a technician help me configure my 

router, remotely looking over my shoul-
der and using the Suprima Web interface 
to connect to mine in order to make sure 
I had everything set correctly. That gave 

me the confidence to know 
this would be a 
successful 
broadcast. 

In fact, I 
don't plan to add 

any ISDN lines the 
future. I'll keep my existing 

ISDN lines but from now on I plan to use 
IP, and MusicamUSA can assist you with 
an IP solution, no matter what the situa-
tion warrants. 
New to MusicamUSA's IP repertoire is 

the PCip codec, the software version of 
Suprima that enables engineers and 
reporters to turn their laptops into 
portable IP codecs. 

The company said interest was strong 
at the MusicamUSA booth at 
BroadcastAsia, where it debuted. 

Other features include compatibility 
with Windows 2000, 2003 Server, XP 
and Vista; a user-friendly interface; CCS 
NAT Transversal protocol (makes hotel 
and stadium remotes easier, as it makes 
calls without router configuration); multi-
ple algorithms (PCM, G.722, MPEG 
Layer II and optional MPEG4/AAC HE); 
easy configuration for optimizing low 
delay and jitter; and automatic detection 
of encoding mode and independent 
encoder/decoder operation. 
For more information, contact 

MusicamUSA at ( 732) 739-5600, or visit 
www.musicamusa.com. 
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PC-loo Transceiver 
P-Connect is a split- mount 
system utilizing a single feed 

coaxial cabla to link the " IDU" 
indoor unit transceiver to the 
"ODU" outdoor unit dish 

mount RF anplifier. 

6oi Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085 • Phole: 856-467-800o • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.radiosystems.com 
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Tieline Takes Command of WAMU Show 
Field, Rack Models of Commander Codec 

Serve as 'Primary Connection' for Ray Davis 

by Richard Cassidy 
Manager 
WAMU (FMI 

WASHINGTON WAMU(FM) 88.5 is 
renowned for its commitment to the 
broadcasting of bluegrass music for more 
than 40 years. It also is committed to HD 
Radio and was the first public radio sta-
tion to offer three digital channels as well 
as an analog signal to listeners in 
Washington, Maryland and Virginia. 
WAMU's dedicated bluegrass country 

station broadcasts on 88.5-2 in full stereo 
HD. WAMU is a station steeped in histo-
ry and home to the programming of leg-
endary sound engineer, broadcaster and 
musicologist Ray Davis. 

Davis has been broadcasting on 
WAMU since 1985 and his programs are 
hugely popular. He lives 75 miles from 
the studio, which made it difficult for 
him to broadcast his show live six days a 
week. As a result, we needed to find a 
solution that would allow him to broad-
cast from his home studio in Falling 
Waters, W.Va. 
We heard some great reports about the 

Tieline codecs being used by WXPN in 
Philadelphia for concert remotes, so we 
decided to give them a try. We called the 
folks at Tieline and they sent us a pair of 
demo Commander codecs to try out. 
We installed one of the codecs in 

Davis's studio and attached it to a dedi-
cated Comcast cable modem connection. 
We dialed into the other codec at the stu-
dio in Washington using the default 
stereo profile settings and the sound 
quality was tremendous. We connected 
at 192 kbps over IP using the Tieline 
Music Plus algorithm, and the audio we 
sent was flawless. 

Work from home 
We were so impressed we bought a 

field unit Commander codec for Davis's 
place and a rack unit Commander for the 
studio. The rack unit is connected to a 
dedicated symmetrical DSL connection 
and is programmed with a static IP 
address. We used the default codec port 
settings and we have had no problems 
negotiating firewalls. 

This is now the primary connection for 
Ray Davis' show and he connects 
between 3 and 6 p.m. each weekday, and 
on Sundays from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Our 
automation system at the studio switches 
directly to the Tieline codec so all Davis 
has to do is dial in to connect and he's on 
the air. The Tieline Commander at the 
studio sends really low latency return 
program to Davis's codec so he takes his 
cue from this feed. 

Davis is comfortable with the system 
and during his shows he sends high-
bandwidth program audio to the studio 

containing music and voice. The quality 
is terrific; it is reliable and has never let 
us down. 
The only time we have had an issue 

was when the Comcast cable went offline 

Holt, director of engineering at WAMU, 
with whom I've worked in broadcasting 
for 30 years. "ISDN is harder to get and 
we are finding that it is being phased out 
in many places." 

"IP and 3G technologies are totally 
changing the way we approach contribu-
tion links," said Holt. "For example, we 
have a second Commander field unit that 

Richard Cassidy and John Holt 

after a storm. Luckily, we had a DSL 
connection as a backup and we simply 
plugged the codec into this connection to 
keep broadcasting. 

"I believe that we are definitely in a 
transition phase from ISDN to IP-based 
technologies in broadcasting," said John 

is programmed to connect over the EV-
DO 3G network, and we plan to use this 
for the election coverage in November." 

Our progression to HD was evolution-
ary, I suppose. 
When we first started broadcasting, 

see TIEUNE, page 33 

FLASHMAN II 
PORTABLE RECORDER/CODEC 
Simultaneous recording & transmission 

zesee 
48C Amsterdam 
12-16.9.08 
Stand 4.A55 

Ádie-460fraditie,-- t 

Networks 
IP, WLAN, LINITS/30 

Formats 
'4PEC-4 HE AACv2, AIPEG-4 AAC ELD*, 

FIashCast   Interfaces 
Ethernet L3, etc) 

(Phantom,  PCNICIA, 1.1S8 Host/Client, 
Ste 

SD Card, 2x XLR for reo Mic 

Power) or Line In, 
2x Line Out/Headphone Out 

Storage 
USE? Stick, SD Card 

MAYAN Communications 
North American Business Development 
Daniel Loeffler 
Direct 360-618-1474 
Fax 408-907-2020 
dloeffler@mayah.com 

MAYA1,1 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Based on the successful Flashman I, 

launched in 2002 - the second generation 
Flashman II again sets completely new 

standards with its ability to record and 

transmit audio simultaneously. As robust and 

intuitive as its predecessor, Flashman II has 

received many detail improvements as well 

as major new technologies - WLAN, 

UMTS/3G & IP capabilities enable audio 

transmission from any location to any 

destination while USB sticks and SD cards 

provide economical mass storage. 

Flashman II also uses MAYAH's FlashCast 

technology to automatically recognise remote 

codecs & audio formats, and its two new 

coding algorithms, MPEG-4 HE AACv2 & 

MPEG-4 AAC ELD* (enhanced AAC Low 

Delay), increase performance even further. 

Flashman II - possibly the only audio device 

you'll ever need! 

MAYAN, the IP Codec Company. 

www.mayah.com 

'working name of WIPEG-4, implementation from Coding Technologies 
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Bext Enables STL Boost at WWKR 
Michigan Station Uses Amplifiers to 

Increase Power Output of Its LC-T System 

by Todd Mohr 
President 
Synergy Broadcast Group 

LUDINGTON, Mich. WWKR(FM) is 
located in beautiful Ludington, Mich., 
and serves West Michigan's Lakeshore 
area from Muskegon to Manistee, a 
Midwest tourist mecca. Our format on 
WWKR is classic rock, with the popular 
"Bob & Tom" in the mornings. 
We recently moved our studios for 

both WWKR and our sister station 
WMLQ to Ludington, a move that 
proved to be an incredible challenge for 
getting STL paths back to both transmit-
ter sites. We could not get paths back to 
the transmitter sites from our new studio 
location because of height restrictions on 
our STL tower, due to local ordinances 
and the proximity to an airport. We had 
to come up with an alternate plan fast. 
My engineer, Craig Bowman, came up 

with a brilliant idea: We send the audio 
from the studio using a 5.8 GHz wireless 
network system to a hop tower two miles 
away. Luckily, there was a 199 foot tower 
owned by the county on which we were 
able to get a favorable lease. 

Power up 
From the hop site we feed each station 

with a 950 MHz aural STL. This hop site 
is centrally located between both trans-
mitter sites, one north and one south. But, 
as a result, both paths are long. 

The path for WMLQ is pretty clear of 
obstructions and ended up working well, 
but the path for WWKR has some hilly 
terrain and obstructions, making it more 
of a challenge to get a clean signal to the 
transmitter site. 
We came to the conclusion that despite 

the use of quality dish antennas, low-loss 
cable and various efforts at improving all 
we could, we never seemed to have a 
consistent full quieting on the receive end 
of the path of WWKR. 
We considered going to larger, higher-

gain dish antennas, but physical limita-
tions of the real estate available did not 

Tieline 
Continued from page 32 

bluegrass was a major part of our sta-
tion's content. Over the years, as the 
programming became more news-orient-
ed, bluegrass programming was reduced. 
The only way to offer news/talk and 
serve our bluegrass audience adequately 
was to take advantage of HD multichan-
nel broadcasting. 

"One of the most important things about 
choosing the Tieline codecs was how they 
handled further compression for HD trans-
mission and Internet broadcasting," said 
Holt. "The performance was outstanding 
and we didn't notice any artifacts." 
"HD has provided us with the best of 

both worlds," he said. "We can provide 
tailored content to both our news and blue-
grass audiences — and Tieline codecs play 
a big part in making this happen for us." 

For more information, contact Tieline 
at ( 888) 211-6989 or visit www. 
tieline.com. 

O Bluetooth' 

allow us to pursue that avenue. 
Other methods, such as sending the 

audio through a Tl, also were out of the 

question. That left us wondering if we 
could approach the problem in another 
way, by adding a little extra power on the 
transmitter end. 
We already use a Bext LC-T STL sys-

tem on WWKR, so we decided to contact 

Bext LKA 40 

Bext about the possibility of increasing 
the power. output of our ST1, transmitter, 
and learned that it has amplifiers that 
would do the job. 
We decided to go for the highest pow-

er available in the Bext line and pur-
chased the LKA 40, a 40 W STL amplifi-
er. It turned out to be a simple and 
straightforward unit, two rack spaces 
high and rack mountable. 

The front panel has a standard forward 
and reflected power meter, along with a 
temperature protection alarm indicator, in 
addition to the on/off power switch and 
indicator light. On the back we found 
several fuse holders: one for the AC line, 
one for internal power amplifier 1, one 
for internal power amplifier 2 (the unit 
has two combined internal amplifier 
modules) and one for external DC feed. 

See BEXT, page 34 

Your Goal Is Our Goal. 
High Scoring Remotes. 

- This business is a game of inches—and split seconds. Be exactly where you 
need to be WHEN you need to be with these rugged and reliable MVPs. 

The RemoteMix 4 combines a four-channel field mixer with a four-channel 
headphone amplifier, a phone-line hybrid, a universal PBX handset interface, 
a wireless phone interface and Bluetooth'' Wireless Technology to give you 
amazing broadcast versatility while offering comprehensive audio processing 
for consistently great sound. Smaller than a lunchbox, it gets you in and out 
of the tightest spots with ease. 

The ultra-compact BluePack lets you conduct live field interviews through 
a Bluetooth equipped cell phone. Its professional microphone preamp 
and powerful headphone amplifier deliver the sound you need, and its 

stereo line input jack even lets you mix recordings right into the broadcast. 
With BluePack, you'll never miss the chance for a big score. 

Powerful, fast on their feet and supremely versatile, RemoteMix 4 
and BluePack are essential additions to your team. 

JK Audio 
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO 

IIPM111,11".," 

O Bluetooth 

wwwikaudio.com 

TM> 
JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • info(iyikaudio.com 
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STL-IP Nabs On-Campus Job 
Boston's Lasell College Selects AudioTX From 

MDOUK/Broadcast Electronics to Send, Receive Live Audio 

by Jeffrey Rosenberg 
President 
Modulation Magic Inc. 

BOSTON The density of broadcasters, 
the new rules for frequency coordination, 
the cluttered RF spectrum and the rising 
cost of wire line services has created the 
need for alternative STLs. 
We were reminded of this recently 

when Lasell College contacted us to 
move signals around their campus for 
their college radio station. We had built 
$160,000 studios for them and due to 
their success with listenership, they want-
ed a top-notch signal in the bookstore 
and student center. 

Copper wiring was our first thought, 
but it was unavailable. Although the cam-
pus was wired with Ethernet, a standard 
streaming solution did not provide the 
quality they wanted or the reliability they 
required. Leased lines were out of the 
question, as they were too expensive. 

Atypical remote 
Then we discovered the AudioTX 

STL-IP, part of a range of products 
designed primarily for broadcast users 
who need to deliver reliable live audio 
over IP networks. The STL-IP product 
range is manufactured by MDOUK and 

DiGet-azze• FREE uBSCR‘Kete 

• Radio World Engineering Extra, the ra lo 

• industry's top resource for credible, high-
engineering information, has gone high-
itself! Subscribers can now choose to rec./Tye 
their issues in a digital format, delivered 
light to their desktop. The digital edition 
contains all the same great articles of th( 
printed edition, with bonus live web links and 
rich media content. 

To start receiving your digital edition of 
Radio World Engineering Extra, fill out the 

form at http://www.myrweemag.com. 

Lasell College Radio uses the AudioTX STL-lf bottom right, to send 
audio out and receive audio from the student center's live stage. 'For 
future use we may even use it with unlicensed band radios to extend 

our backbone to buildings not on the network,' said Rosenberg. 

distributed and supported in the United 
States by Broadcast Electronics. 
The AudioTX STL-IP is the smallest 

Sign-up Today! 

unit in the range, featuring stereo inputs 
and outputs (analog and digital). It is 
described as a "transmission-grade unit 
for live audio over IP," so it's designed 
for performance as needed in live audio 
distribution applications, including STLs, 
live program syndication, studio grade 
connectivity between sites and the like. 

This unit is spec'd to transmit and 
receive up to 96 IcHz audio, 24 bit. It's a 
professional-grade unit and can be used 
for wireless networks, satellite and 
Internet — anywhere it can transport IP 
packets similar to a computer network. 

The idea of an IP-based STL was not 
new to me. I had been involved in several 
unusual circumstances in the past requir-
ing some thinking outside the box to cre-
ate STLs where the terrain was uncooper-
ative for RF and the phone company in 
Northern Maine was unable to make 
working lines of any kind. 

Once, I was trying to get a signal for 
broadcast from a Phish concert in 
Limestone, Maine, at the retired Loring 
Air Force base to a local station we rent-
ed for the event. When all else failed, in 
order to serve the 100,000-plus in atten-
dance with safety information and enter-
tainment, I used a laptop to encode the 
audio. The audio bounced through four 
consumer wireless 802.11b hubs using 
each one as a repeater until it reached the 
leased wireless backbone, where it trav-
eled about 20 miles to their head end. 

From there we sent the stream over the 
public Internet and to the station, where it 
was received via a Comcast cable modem 
and a workstation using Windows Media 
Player. It worked, and with only minor 
glitches we made it through the multiple 
days of the event. It seemed strange, 
however, that 100,000 watts could be 
powered by WiFi. Though definitely not 
your typical remote and not exactly a 
professional solution, it worked in an 
emergency situation. 
I was hoping we'd have a similar 

experience using the AudioTX STL-IP 
for Lasell College. This professional-
grade IP STL not only met our needs, it 
exceeded them. 

College try 
Installing the AudioTX STL-IP was a 

snap. 
Ethernet wiring was in place in the 

bookstore, studio and student center. 
Audio was taken from the studio distribu-
tion amps that also feed the Internet air 
processor, and the 70 volt system that 
supplies the tunes to the building where 
the studio is located. We just added XLR 
connectors and +4 audio and were off 
and running. 
We followed the simple steps in the 

AudioTX STL-IP instructions to set the 
IP address, encoding algorithm, transmis-
sion type and ports to meet the parame-
ters of the network. We quickly set up 
passwords for security purposes and to 
keep out prying college kids. We watched 
our TX and RX LED indicators go from 
red to green. It was on air so fast the IT 
guy was floored. 

From the get-go, the audio quality has 
been flawless and the IP service excep-
tional. The unit can be set up as single- or 
bi-directional, stereo or mono, linear 

See STL-IP, page 36 

Bext 
Continued from page 33 

This unit can be powered by 120 
V/220 V AC (selectable) or 24 volt DC, 
which means it could run on two 12 volt 
batteries if needed. The 120 V/220 V 
connection is through standard AC 
receptacle for power cords, and the 24 
volt DC is through screw-type direct ter-
minals. Also on the back panel are the 
input and output RF connections (both 
are "N" type), two interlocks, two open-
ings for two cooling fans and the power 
connections. 

Installation was easy. We just added it 
to the RF chain, right after the existing 
STL transmitter and before the transmis-
sion line going to the transmit antenna. 

The absolute maximum allowable RF 
input drive power is factory stated at 2 W, 
but we already got full 40 W nominal 
power with about 1.5 W of drive from 
our Bext STL transmitter, which brings 

me to an important point: Anyone who 
considers buying this amplifier must be 
able to turn down the power of their STL 
transmitter to 2 W or less. Driving this 
amplifier with any more would result in 
heavy smoking. 

Should one want to have less than 40 
W of output power, just reduce drive 
power, as the output power is determined 
by and proportionate to the input power 
level. 

After installation, we were able to con-
firm a measurable improvement in our 
STL quality. 

This amplifier is not rocket science, as 
it certainly doesn't rely on any particular-
ly innovative technology. Rather, it is a 
good ol' RF amplification device. But it 
is well packaged and efficient, and a sim-
ple plug-and-play solution for those who 
want to implement a fast improvement on 
an already existing marginal aural STL 
but don't have the time or resources to 
make radical changes. 

For more information, contact Bext at 
(888)239-8462 or visit www.bext.com.• 
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Philadelphia (Streaming) Freedom for WXPN 
StreamGuys Houses and Rebroadcasts 

Programming, Archived Material to 

Internet Radio Listeners 

by John Bartol 
Director of Non-Broadcast 
Distribution 

WXPN (FM) 

PHILADELPHIA WXPN(FM) is the 
non-commercial public radio service of 
the University of Pennsylvania, and the 
premiere radio showcase for contempo-
rary music that spans the progressive 
edges of rock, folk, rhythm and blues, 
and American roots music. 

The station is known around the coun-
try, producing programs for national syn-
dication. Its signature series "World Café 
With David Dye" is distributed by Public 
Radio International and broadcast on 
numerous public radio stations. The sta-
tion also is home to the Peabody Award-
winning "Kids Corner" hosted by Kathy 
O'Connell. 

Chain gang 
Located in Philadelphia, WXPN has 

satellite transmitters in the Baltimore 
area; Harrisburg, Pa.; and the Lehigh 
Valley in eastern Pennsylvania, giving it 
a far wider audience in the mid-Atlantic 
than most terrestrial radio stations. 

In addition to the terrestrial FM and 
HD Radio multicast signals, WXPN 
offers a variety of live and on-demand 
audio streams at www.xpn.org, where lis-
teners can hear the station's main pro-
gram service; YRock, an alternative 
music program broadcast on the station's 
HD2 outlet; and XPoNential Radio, an 
un-hosted audio stream of bands that 
appear on WXPN. The Web site also 
hosts a series of streams featuring 
archived material including station-host-
ed concerts and weekly specialty pro-
grams. 

Since joining the WXPN staff two 
years ago, the station has increased its 
audio streaming properties to more than 
60, including a mix of live and archived 
streams. StreamGuys, a content delivery 
network based in northern California, is 
responsible for managing the backend 
server architecture to house and rebroad-
cast these streams to Internet radio listen-
ers around the world. 

The company also provides an attrac-
tive price point for streaming services 
that subtracts costs incurred at the heavi-
est traffic points, while lowering our cost 
of stream delivery by 60 percent com-
pared to our previous service. 

StreamGuys operates an enterprise-
level server cluster on behalf of WXPN 
to stream audio in Windows Media and 
MP3. The latter service uses Shoutcast 
technology operating out of Linux 
encoders to distribute the streams to 
online listeners, and includes all of 
WXPN's on-demand content. The Linux 
cluster also hosts basic Web services, and 
is our preferred choice at the server back-
end due to scalability, reliability and low 
cost of open source software. 
WXPN's streams are delivered to 

StreamGuys from Philadelphia, where 
seven studios produce and share audio 
content over the Radio Systems 
StudioHub+ networking platform. Audio 
sources from various studio feeds are dis-
tributed over Cat-5 cables and sent 

through the signal processing chain to 
maintain audio quality. 

Prior to hitting the STL platform for 
delivery to the transmitter, the signal is 
split and encoded with separate Arbitron 
signals for audience measurement: one 
measures the over-the-air local audience, 
and one measures the streaming audi-
ence. The over-the-air signal is then sent 
to the transmitter, while the streaming 
signal is routed back to the studio. 

The streaming signal is encoded into 

Windows Media and MP3 at the studio 
before delivery to the StreamGuys server 
bank. Each live and on-demand signal is 
streamed separately so StreamGuys can 
manage the multiple streams at the 
receiving point. 

StreamGuys' location in multiple U.S. 
and international data centers supports 
our scalability requirements as our 
streaming properties grow. Customer sup-
port also is outstanding, with the technical 
team always working to create solutions 
to our service or technical challenges. 

Representatives from the company 
keep the station informed about new 

See WXPN. page 36 
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from the company that brought you apt-X coding technology... 

the professional broadcaster's choice for 
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Widely deployed in broadcast networks throughout the US & worldwide, 

the WorldNet Oslo offers everything you could want from a professional STL including a flexible, upgradeable 

platform, high quality audio and 24/7/365 reliability. 

Flexible, Upgradeable Platform 
With a modular approach and a large selection of audio, data and transport options, the WorldNet Oslo can be tailored to 
the exact requirements of your current network and easily upgraded on-site as these requirements change. Inherent flexibility 
enables LAN extension, ring networks with drop and insert over Ti and unicast, multicast and multiple unicast configurations 
over I P. 

Uncompromised Audio Quality 
The WorldNet Oslo offers both linear PCM and Enhanced apt-X coding options. Enhanced apt-X will deliver the same audio 
quality as linear with under 2ms delay and at a fraction of the data rate. Other options include MPEG L2, J.57 and J.41 
companding. With four channels of audio per plug-in module, up to seven audio modules per unit, and a choice of over 20 
different audio modules, each WorldNet Oslo has the capacity of up to 28 mono channels / 14 stereo pairs. 

Rock Solid Reliability 
On the WorldNet Oslo, solid dependability comes courtesy of DSP-based architecture, hot-swappable modules, passive 
backplane, redundant PSUs, automatic back-up switching and a user-configurable suite of audio, link, sync and PSU alarms. 

Throw your terminal screwdriver in the trash can! 
No Dip Switch settings here - con'iguration and control of the WorldNet Oslo is straight-forward and simple thanks to APT's 
powerful and intuitive Codec Management System (CMS). Offering extensive real-time management of multiple codec units, 
the CMS enables alarm monitoring, logging and performance monitoring as well as configurable user and audio profiles. 
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BluePack Plays the Field for WLOY 
by John Devecka 
Operations Manager 
WLOY Loyola College Radio 

BALTIMORE We've all heard what 
happens when field reporters use inferior 
gear. We know how bad a cellphone is 
for reporting live news, and how dicta-
tion recorders compress audio to some-
thing your grandparents can eat without 
their teeth. But, we need field reporting; 
it keeps us up to date, gets the news out 
to our listeners and makes us a powerful 
resource. Remember radio as a resource? 
Lots of people still do and they turn to us 
when something happens. 
I had been interested in some new live 

reporting gear for a while but hadn't 
found the right tools. I first looked at the 
new JK Audio BluePack units as proto-
types at the 2008 NAB Show. It appeared 
to meet many of the needs we have for 
students who do field reporting around 
campus and in town events. 

Expansion unit 
As WLOY has expanded its communi-

ty presence and sports coverage, we have 
been seeking options for "on-the-fly" 
reporting. We already use the JK Audio 
RemoteMix Sport for basketball and 
lacrosse events, and have carried it to 
tournaments without failure. Each of our 
studios have JK Audio Innkeeper units for 
telephone interfaces as well, so my confi-
dence in the product line is pretty high. 
The BluePack is a combination of 

microphone preamp, headphone amp, 
mixer and Bluetooth wireless interface. 
The small metal case (less than 5 x 4 x 2 
inches) includes a long belt clip for easy 
carrying and the case is slightly curved to 
make it more comfortable on a hip. Power 
comes from a 9 V battery that should last 
about 10 hours in the field. It has nice, 
large dials on the face for control of the 

John Devecka 

microphone, auxiliary and headphone lev-
els, and a clip indicator. LEDs also indi-
cate Bluetooth and power status. 

Connections include XLR for the 
microphone: 1/4 for the headphones, and 
1/8 for the stereo line output and auxil-
iary send input jacks. The auxiliary send 
allows you to add an additional stereo 
audio device to the microphone-based 
interview (or field report) so you can car-
ry along station IDs, music beds or addi-
tional audio materials prepared in 
advance. MP3 devices and iPods will 
make a great companion to this for field 
reporters. 
JK Audio sent over a pre-production 

unit for us to test and we had great 
results. WLOY General Manager Tim 
McGee has some experience with all of 
the technology at the station and field 

recording so he was a natural to test 
the device. With an EV635A and 
some headphones we were ready to 
test the basics. 

Tim uses a Nokia 5300 Xpress 
Music cellphone on Cingular, so we 
set it in Bluetooth pairing mode and 
pressed the blue button on the 
BluePack. His phone and the 
BluePack paired up almost immedi-
ately and we were ready to go. I had 
him call into the station production 
studio (via a JK Audio Innkeeper 1r 
unit) on his phone while the 
Bluetooth connection was hot and 
we got great audio immediately, 
dumping straight to ProTools for 

replay tests. We experienced a bit of han-
dling noise with the EV635A so we 
switched to the better-damped RE50B, 
which eliminated the noise. 

Obviously you can hear the difference 
between someone speaking into the 
microphone built into a cellphone and a 
professional handheld microphone, but it 
was considerably cleaner than we 
expected. 

In outdoor operations, studio opera-
tions and even with the cellphone 30 feet 
away, the system performed without a 
hitch, never losing the Bluetooth pairing 
and only experiencing noise when we 
kept the phone on the other side of two 
52 dB steel studio doors. 

The only issue we noted was a high-
pitched RF noise in the headphones from 
the Bluetooth antenna. According to the 

folks at JK Audio, this issue has been 
addressed with a new PCB that was not 
in my pre-production sample unit. It was 
not noticeable in the recordings of the 
audio so it appears to mainly affect the 
user experience. 

Nearly identical results were achieved 
with a Motorola KRZR phone (Sprint 
service) as the test device. We made sev-
eral calls to other people over the system 
with/without using the BluePack and EV 
combo; they all noted an audible improve-
ment to the call with the BluePack. 

The BluePack allows you to connect 
an audio recorder for both recording and 
playback, depending on your needs. If 
you are doing a live event from the field, 
an iPod with station IDs and music 
breaks can give you some breathing room 
easily. The auxiliary input has its own 
level control so you can even dial it in as 
a music bed. 

Pack and play 
We connected the output jack of the 

BluePack to a Marantz PMD620 (Thanks 
to Broadcasters General Store.) and did 
some quick field recordings. The output 
has great fidelity (it sends your micro-
phone to the left channel and the 
Bluetooth input to the right), and we 
quickly made some airworthy interview 
clips. A reporter could sit in their car, dial 
up someone for an interview, record the 
interview and then play it back during 
their live report. 
We have already made plans to include 

a BluePack in our sports reporting. It was 
easy for the students to understand the 
value of the unit and various applications 
for the station, especially on-campus field 
reports. One suggested using his EVDO 
phone to pull our Web stream and play it 
at in-town events instead of a radio. The 
BluePack runs 17 kHz on the Bluetooth 
headphone connection so we could really 
be on to a new application here. 
For more information, contact 

JK Audio at (800) 552-8346 or visit 
www.jkaudio.com. • 

STL-IP 
Continued from page 34 

(PCM uncompressed) audio or compressed audio using 
a variety of built-in algorithms, including MPEG Layer 
II, Layer III, J.41, ADPCM, G.722, AAC, AAC Low-
Delay and HE-AAC v2. 
We chose the AAC codec option to reduce bandwidth, 

without affecting quality. The IT guys who always 
scream "Don't clog my bandwidth" haven't said a word. 
I do not think they even noticed the traffic we created, 
although they were blown away that the STL-IP used 
professional versions of the same codec as their beloved 
iPod. 

The system has been in place for seven months now 
and we haven't had a problem. It has lived through pow-
er failures, network outages (the audio automatically 
started in each case without intervention) and even the 
college user (this can be rougher then broadcast). 
We used the AAC at 128 kbps. The audio quality was 

excellent; I do not think anyone could tell the difference 
between the compressed audio and the studio source. 
We now use the AudioTX SU-1p not only to send the 

audio out, but also to receive audio back from the stu-
dent center where there is a live stage. For future use we 
may even use the AudioTX STL-IP with unlicensed 
band radios to extend our backbone to buildings not on 
the network. 
A variety of professional wireless IP network solu-

tions are now available at low cost, and these can deliver 
reliable connections, together with the STL-IP, at ranges 
of more than 70 miles. Send audio from one location to 
up to six others using this system, or an unlimited num-

ber of other locations using multicast. The station hopes 
to create a network all over campus as budget permits. 
I have tried many audio-over-IP units/STL technolo-

gies from the super-cheap to the mega-expensive tele-
com infrastructure components. All have worked, some 
of course better than others. But the AudioTX STL-IP 
gave us the robustness of the telecom infrastructure with 
the simplicity of a single-box solution. 

It's also flexible, allowing us to send to multiple loca-
tions using any network available, including wireless il 
we choose. All we have to do is plug it in, set it up and 
turn it on; then listen to how well it works. 

For larger projects, in addition to the stereo in/out 
STL-IP unit, the range also includes the STL-IP-8 and 
STL-IP-16 units, with up to 16 inputs and outputs in a 
single box. These can be used to distribute multiple 
channels between locations of course. 

But, more interesting, they also can be used in a cen-
tral, larger facility or hub/control room to send and 
receive different audio channels to and from multiple 
units in separate locations, like having multiple STL-IP 
units in one box; a multiplexer if you like thinking of it 
in the old vocabulary of such devices. 
MDOUK/BE also offer STL-IP Connect software, 

designed for news/sports reporters and quick/flexible 
remotes. This software runs on a standard laptop or PC 
and connects back to one of the STL-IP units back at 
base, typically using the Internet, for reliable, fuss-free 
remotes that can get on air without worries about organ-
izing connectivity in advance. 
I wish I'd had this box for the Phish concert. I think I 

would have had more sleep that night. 
For more information, contact Broadcast Electronics 

at (217)224-9600 or visit www.bdcast.com. 

WXPN 
Continued from page 35 

technologies and delivery platforms. My team is in the 
process of designing an embedded flash media audio 
player for our Web site with StreamGuys that will allow 
the station to add a skin for branding purposes, and 
allow StreamGuys to rebroadcast native MP3 streams 
without the need for compression at the studio. 

Billing is established to drop the heaviest usage time 
from the monthly invoice. This is referred to as the "95th 
percentile range," meaning activity levels with the high-
est 5 percent of listener traffic are not charged to the sta-
tion. This is useful for our Friday afternoon concerts 
broadcast live from our in-house concert venue, World 
Café Live, when streaming traffic is at its highest on our 
Web site. 

Streaming radio is ideal for stations with an audience 
outside of its terrestrial market. WXPN has listeners 
tuning in online from Europe and Japan, among other 
international countries and regions. StreamGuys allows 
us to reach our listeners around the world as opposed to 
only our local community. This is helpful to listeners of 
"World Café With David Dye" and many of our other 
programs popular outside our terrestrial coverage area. 

StreamGuys is among the best companies I have 
worked with in my 15 years of IT experience, and I rec-
ommend it often to other radio stations. It provides us 
with reliable global streaming services to increase our 
listener base at a lower price point than many other con-
tent delivery networks. 

For more information, contact StreamGuys at (877) 
287-2938 or visit www.streamguys.com. • 
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APT Keeps Regent on the 
Broadcaster Uses WorldNet Oslo to Transport 

Audio for Five Stations Across Ohio River 

by David Remund 
Vice President, Engineering 
Regent Communications 

CINCINNATI Putting your program 
channels through a single STL path is a 
risky strategy. Backup and redundancy 
are critical factors in planning any profes-
sional broadcast network, and at Regent 
Communications we have been working 
hard to ensure we deliver the 24/7 relia-
bility essential to the broadcast engineer. 

Regent Communications owns and 
operates 62 stations (50 FM and 12 AM) 
clustered in 13 markets in Colorado, 
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Michigan, Minnesota, New York and 
Texas. One of our current projects is mov-
ing our five stations in Evansville, Ind., 
to a new and expanded downtown studio. 

At the new location, the potential STL 
shots are limited; there are buildings 
blocking the line-of-sight paths to most 
of our transmitter sites. As a result, we 
only have one viable RF path along 
which to send the program audio. 

Here and there 
We are sending stereo audio for five 

radio stations — WKDQ(FM), WDKS 
(FM), WJLT(FM), WGBF(FM) and 
WGBF(AM) — from the studio 6.5 miles 
across the Ohio River and into Kentucky 
to the WKDQ tower. From there, the pro-
gram audio is relayed by conventional 
950 MHz STL to the respective transmit-
ter sites for the other stations. 
We also send the audio from two RPU 

receivers from the WKDQ tower back to 
the studio for use by the five stations. 
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Right Path 
The failure of one path could take all 

five stations off the air. I wanted a back-
up plan to get the audio to the relay tower 
and return audio from our RPU receivers 
to the studio in the event that the RF STL 
path goes down. 

This involved setting up a second 
route capable of transporting audio 
between the studio and the WKDQ tower 
site. The program audio 
needed to be profession-
al broadcast-quality, the 
system had to be reliable 
and, as always, the over-
all cost to purchase the 
equipment and any 
recurring costs needed to 
be within budget. 
We asked the local tel-

co to provide a T1 circuit 
and started to source 
equipment to deploy on 
the link. The codecs I 
had been using, both in 
the Evansville market 
and others, were limited 
in the number of pro-
gram channels they 
could transport so I had 
to research alternatives. 
I had come across the 

WorldNet Oslo from APT at last year's 
NAB convention. I was impressed with 
its flexibility of configuration, the num-
ber of channels and audio quality so 
when this project came along, it was the 
first codec that came to mind. 

The modular audio multiplexer easily 
accommodates our five stereo programs, 
allows for a return path from each and 
also gives us room for expansion should 
we need to add more audio or data chan-
nels. We went for the Tl transport option 
but there also is the option for an IP 
transport card, which means we can be 
flexible in the deployment of it in our 
network should our current setup change. 

Prior to deployment, we tested the 
WorldNet Oslo for audio quality and reli-
ability and were impressed enough to 
push forward with the move. We started 
to roll the systems out through our net-
work in May 2008, moving one station 
each weekend to the new studio location 
and completed the final one, 
WGBF(AM), on June 21. 

Installation was virtually "plug-and-
play" and, thankfully, there were no sur-
prises from the system. As the move pro-
gressed, we ran into some trouble getting 
the main RF path up and running. From 

David Remund 

our pre-deployment tests and initial 
installation, we had gained a lot of confi-
dence in the stability and operation of the 
WorldNet Oslo, so we made the decision 
to set aside the RF STL Link until we 
completed moving the studios and could 
go back to finishing work on the main 
STL path. 

Thus, the initial move has been made 
using the WorldNet Oslo as our sole 
means of transporting program audio to 
the WKDQ site for relay to the other 
transmitter sites. 

For more information, contact APT at 
(800) 955-APTX (2789) or visit 
www.aptx.com. 

USER REPORT 

Sporty Eases 3G Transm 
Singapore Systems Integrator Likes Its 

Compliance With EBU Standard N/ACIP 
by Xavier Edward 
Director 
Daxco Digital Pte Ltd. 

SINGAPORE In years past we have 
had great experiences with the Mayah 
Centauri II IP/ISDN gateway codecs, as 
well as with the Ganymed line, which 
have been deployed by public and private 
radio broadcasters in South-East Asia. 
When we found out Mayah was bring-

ing the Sporty reporter codec to the mar-
ket we were immediately interested. 
We never thought it would be so easy: 

Get the SIM card, plug the 3G card in the 
Sporty, set the PIN, APN and press 
Connect. That's it — we're on-air with 
superb quality. 

Stable connection 
The small and truly portable Sporty 

provides virtually the same power over 
contemporary networks and protocols and 
also eases wireless communication. 

As a systems inte-
grator, we like that it's 
compliant with the 
EBU audio-over-IP 1`• 
standard for higher 
compatibility, N/ACIP. 
We asked our partners, 
Mayah, to bring us one of 
its first units at Broadcast 
Asia. Clients we brought over to 
the Mayah booth were impressed with its 
operational modes and quality. 
3G/UTMS coverage is quite good in 

Singapore so we were able to launch the 
tests and perform real-time audio trans-
mission using speech and music. 

First, we were not sure how stable the 
connection was, even though Sporty had 
displayed a full 3G «signal strength on its 
status bar at the bottom of the screen. We 
started with 64 kbps MPEG-4 HE AACv2 
and then proceeded further with MPEG-4 
AAC 128 kbps, which provided a great 
quality at that bit rate. 
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AEQ Earns Trust in Murcia 
by Paco Marin Galindo 
Technical Manager, Remotes 
Onda Regional de Murcia 

MURCIA, Spain At Onda Regional de Murcia 
Radio we have used AEQ's ISDN equipment for 
our remote broadcasts for many years. 
We normally do at least 30 percent of our pro-

gramming from outside locations each day. Now, a 
new piece of transmitting equipment has come into 
our possession. We put the Phoenix codec to the test 
as soon as it arrived. 

What we like 
We've had the Phoenix connected for days with-

out a problem. It has held its connection with both 
stable lines and others that are less stable, and pro-
duced no functional or operating errors. 

In the IP format, the audio quality is phenomenal. 
When conventional (POTS) telephone lines are 
used, the quality varies depending on the line but it 
is always better than the sound we can get with 
ISDN equipment in G.722. 
The color LCD screen, accompanied by lots of 

direct access keys distributed over the surface of the 
codec, lets us to make adjustments quickly and dis-
play the status of the device. 

Another thing we like is the little patch bay with 
internal mixer; it gives the Phoenix great flexibility 
when configuring inputs, outputs and monitoring 
for the equipment. 
We also like the cover that protects the control 

surface against accidental dialing, which can cause 
a connection to be interrupted or alter the configura-
tion of the equipment. 

It has an internal connection bus we find impor-
tant for future applications; an internal battery; and 
balanced XLR and TLS connectors, all on the front. 

This type of transmission is subject to a delay 
longer than 50 milliseconds, and the Phoenix is pre-
pared to have the right mix in the headsets (RX + 
TX) to enable its user to work comfortably. 

The unit we tested had a module for POTS and 
another for IP. Soon Phoenix will have a module that 
will allow its users to operate it with mobile telepho-
ny, an indispensable feature in these mobile times. 
An interesting option being considered by AEQ 

is a free, high-availability SIP server that the com-

Talents Marta Ferrero and Carmen Maria Conesa 
use the Phoenix for a remote broadcast. 

pany would place at its customers' disposal when 
they used the module for communications over IP. 

Real work 
After having the codec for a couple of days, we 

decided to test it under real, working conditions. It 
didn't disappoint. 
We tried it out in several scenarios. The first 

involved using communications over IP during a 
political event. 

The Phoenix was connected to a switch with five 
more PCs that were connected to the Internet and 
transferring data to remote servers while sending 
and receiving electronic mail. The Phoenix and 
computer network traffic shared the channel over 
two 11-hour working days without a single hitch or 
broadcast interruption. 

The Phoenix makes point-to-point connections 
over IP without using an intervening SIP server, and 
the process is as simple as making a phone call. The 
sound was broadcast at the top quality offered by 

ssions for Daxco 
No glitches or interruptions were notice-
able throughout the transmission. Pure 

RTP, as well as SIP-based connections, 
were established over the public 
Internet to Mayah Centauri II codecs 
in Germany. They were provided by 
a manufacturer and placed in a 
DMZ ("de-militarized zone"; usually 
an additional logical network in the 

company's IT-infrastructure, easily 
reachable from the outside). 
Considering wireless access and the long 

route over the many different Internet routers, 
the audio delay was impressively low, around 300 
ms from end-to-end. 

However, as we tried to increase the bit rates to 
test a higher-quality transmission based on the older 
algorithms, like MPEG Layer II at 256 kbps, we 
heard a couple of glitches. These effects we elimi-
nated by increasing the buffer size at the decoder 
end, which in turn increases the audio delay. 

The more efficient coding algorithms, like HE 
AACv2 or AAC ELD (Enhanced Low Delay) pro-
vided in Sporty, can be fully recommended for wire-
less transmissions over the different Internet service 
providers. 

Overall we were impressed by the ease of use 

and reliability of the reporter codec. It's exciting to 
have everything you can imagine in one box: 
rechargeable batteries working for long hours, 48 V 
phantom power for condenser microphones, choice 
of algorithms and communication interfaces. Mayah 
also added 3G to its IP and ISDN portfolio, plus the 
good old POTS interface. 

Recording/playback from the SD card or USB 
stick also is available. During our transmissions we 
could mix in the pre-recorded material from an 8 
GB SD Card. We also could log the entire audio 
flow: the microphones and the signals coming from 
the remote codec. Storage size limitations have 
come a long way; recordings can be made with no 
compromise in audio quality 

Another great feature: the mixer profiles. 
Recreate previously saved audio routing configura-
tions, or combine them with codec and interface set-
tings. This is useful for routine operations like visit-
ing the saine venues with the same access types and 
audio sources. 

Once the connection was established, a system 
preset can be saved and re-used any time with audio 
levels from microphones, line input and storage 
media, as well as network configuration and the 
transmission algorithms. 

Sporty's user interface and display make it suit-
able for indoor or outdoor situations. It is a versatile 
device for the modern-day reporter. 

For more information, contact Mayah North 
American Business Development at (360) 618-1474 
or visit www.mayah.com. 

the codec, and we were quite satisfied. This news event is proba-
bly our most important event of the year. 

For the other test scenario, we used POTS and left a Phoenix 
unattended (there was no one present), and used its automatic off-
hook feature to make a jump with a mobile unit receiver. The 
mobile unit transmitted and the audio from the receiver was 
injected into the Phoenix, which sent the audio via POTS to the 
main studios. 
The codec did its job at all times with the highest quality 

offered by the line, and without any interruption or degradation in 
quality. 
We think this codec is practical and necessary for any medium 

that requires sound communication with quality consistently sim-
ilar or greater to the typical ISDN and G.722 broadcasts, but with 
the independence of being able to use communication systems 
already installed where we must work with a conventional tele-
phone line. 

For more information, contact AEQ at ( 954) 581-7999 or visit 
www.aeqbroadcast.com. • 
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All transmitter powers with the best 
quality price ratio 

NEW EM 5000 S 

• Solid-state FM 5 kW transmitter. 

'Improved design with three 
independent 2 kW power 
amplifiers, exciter and control 
unit in one 19" rack cabinet. 
'Redundant design. 
Record in memory of events and 

alarms. 

'Programmable automatic power 
control as energy saving feature. 

'Fold back SWR protection 
system. 

F c  OMB, the uture of ommunication  

MT/MR PLATINUM 

'Studio to transmitter link system. 

'Link transmitter with 20 W power 
output. 

'Available in frequencies from 200 to 
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands. 

'High stability oscillator. 

'LCD screen display for parameter 
selection and readings as follows: 

- frequency (6 digits). 

- forward / reflected power. 

- modulation level. 

- pilot signal ( 19 KHz) sampling while in 

transmission. 
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'Audio inputs: mono 
balanced, stereo 
(MPX), and 3 SCA. 
'Fold back SWR 
protection. 

OMB EUROPA 

sales and costumer service 
telephone 976-504 696 

fax 976-463 170 
Avda San Antonio. 41 
CUARTE DE HUERVA 

50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA 
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factory 
telephone 976-503 580 
fax 976-503 855 
Camino de los Albares, 14 
CUARTE DE HUERVA 
50410 Zaragoza. ESPAÑA 

europa@omb corn 
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TECH UPDATE 

NRK Uses Sonifex DHY-03 for Upgrades 
The Norwegian Broadcasting Corp 

(NRK) is a government-owned broad-
caster, and has its headquarters in Oslo. 
NRK consists of three TV channels, 

three major radio channels and several 
niche channels on radio, Internet, pod-
cast and mobile phone. It has approxi-
mately 3,500 employees, 57 offices and 
is a founding member of the European Broadcasting Union. 

Egil Eide, product manager of Siv Ing Benum AIS, the Norwegian Sonifex dis-
tributor, is a supplier to NRK Radio of Sonifex telephone hybrids, particularly the 
DHY-03 digital hybrid. 
When asked why NRK uses Sonifex products, Eide told Sonifex, "They are 

always pleased with the performance of the DHY-03s and have found them to be of 
a good quality, reliable and easy to use." 

NRK's radio expansion has been significant; in 2006 it launched three new digital 
radio stations. As old hybrids need replacing, they are replaced with Sonifex models, 
and as radio expansion occurs the organization buys more Sonifex hybrids. 

The DHY-03 hybrid has several fea-
tures that combine to offer a rejection 
ratio of between 75 and 80 dB. Inter-
national settings and universal line com-
patibility allow a technical impedance 
match with the line regardless of location. 

The unit has internal memory allowing 
echo cancellation to 127 msec, and distor-

tion of other mixed signals is improved. Sonifex says this improves the hybrid's abili-
ty to take calls on mobile phones, or where there are other delays, for example, on 
satellite and conference calls. The DHY-03 recalls signals from its memory buffer. 

The DHY-03's feature-set also includes input and output gain adjustment; input 
and output metering; conferencing; local/remote line hold switching; integrated 
auto-answer; automatic call disconnection; auto-ducking; DTMF tone recognition; a 
balanced mic/line input; and a balanced line output and serial control. Free control 
software is available on the Sonifex Web site. 

For more information, contact Sonifex 's U.S. distributor Independent Audio at 
(207)773-2424 or visit www.sonifex.co.uk. 
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Barix lnstreamer and Exstreamer devices. 

A PC-free hardware solution for broadcasting 
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WEATHER RADIO 
Model CRW-S 

Price $590.00 

Sensitivity .28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All 
seven frequencies. SAME decoding demutes 
receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm 
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals has 
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conver-
sion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first IF, 
ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET 
front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel 
(±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 1.75" H. 
all metal enclosure. In stock - available for 
immediate delivery. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO 
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701 
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898 

www.gornian-redlich.cornlimg@gormanredich.com 
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Comrex Hits the High Seas With Moby 
`Moby in the Morning' Uses the Access Portable 
For Weeklong Broadcast from the Caribbean 

by James Carney 
Founder/Host 
Moby in the Morning 
Radio Network 

ROSWELL, Ga. On my driver's 
license it says James Carney but I've 
been called Moby for more than 40 years, 
and "Moby in the Morning" since 1982. 
I'm now a multi-decade veteran broad-
casting personality — a kind way of say-
ing "aging DJ." 

Thank goodness for the engineers who 
have worked with me to keep me on the 
air. I have been blessed to have worked 
with great technical minds who made 
sure things always went as smoothly as 
possible for any broadcast I was on. 

If something didn't work, I only knew 
it was broken and to call the engineers. I 
always got along with and highly respect-
ed those guys. 

In July of 2004, after I was released 
(fired) from WKHX(FM) following an 
11-1/2 year run, my wife and I made the 
decision to not move anymore. I told my 
wife that with the reputation I'd devel-
oped over the years and the current 
affordability of satellite time, we could 
build our own studio, establish an uplink 
and develop the Moby in the Morning 
Radio Network. It would be an independ-
ent venture in an arena where some 

mighty big players were at the table, but 
it was possible. 

We've done very well in the four-year 
history of Moby Enterprises. 

Cruise control 
If the Comrex Access weren't so user 

friendly, there's no way 1 could have 
done my independent network show in 
the form of the "Moby Cruise," for an 
entire week during spring of this year, 
from the middle of the Caribbean Ocean 
on the cruise ship Millennium with 50 
winners/listeners on board, without a 
staff engineer on site. 
My contract engineer, Charlie Nettle-

man, (who pretty much built WICHX and 
my network studio), set up the rack-mount 
end for me. I waved goodbye with the 
portable end of the Access in my hand. 

The good folks on the ship provided a 
data port plus a 110 V outlet, and all of 
the sudden we were on the air in the mid-
dle of the ocean sounding as if we were in 
my studio. The signal was immaculate. 

Plug it in, hit connect and, "Hello radio 
cousins. We're on the Moby Cruise, and 
it's a shame you're not here with us." It's 
as easy as that. 
On the ship, we were using the Access 

Portable (configured to receive a dynam-
ic IP address) with the optional mixer, 
which features a total of six mic inputs 

and headphone outputs, which were more 
than enough ins and outs to cover every-
one that needed to be on mic. 

Our on-board data connection was a 

from the studio. We used BRIC-HQ2 12 
k Mono (24 kbps) for sending audio from 
ship back to studio for the live broadcast. 
Back in the Moby in the Morning 

Studios we had the Access rack-mount 
configured with a static IP address. Our 
studio data connection was a dedicated TI 
provided by Broadriver Communications 

Moby's wife, Mary Beth, looks on as Moby interviews the director 
of the ship's on-board computer center with the Access Portable. 

dedicated 128 kbps (UL/DL) Internet 
connection via C band VSAT provided 
by MTN Satellite Services, a division of 
SeaMobile, utilizing Intelsat 707. The 
Access used Comrex's BRIC-HQ1 dual 
mono algorithm (56 kbps) for receiving 
separate mix-minus and talkback feeds 

with a 1.5 MB UL/DL speed. The average 
roundtrip for the broadcast was about 1.35 
seconds, which was not too bad consider-
ing the 600 ms per side satellite delay. 

For more information, contact Comrex 
at (800) 237-1776 or visit www. 
comrex.com. 
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Network Expansion, One Barix at a Time 
Wallace Radio Syndication Builds Sports Network 

Site by Site on Instreamer/Exstreamer 

by Matt Wallace 
Owner 
Wallace Radio Syndication 

WEST ST. PAUL, Minn. Wallace 
Radio Syndication began building out its 
radio network several years ago with the 
goal of delivering high school sports pro-
gramming to radio stations throughout 
Minnesota. The early objective was to 
provide a single program with scores and 
stories relevant to specific regions, yet 
enjoyable to listeners across the state. 

The 10-station operation, then part of 
the Minnesota Sports Radio Network 
(MSRN), initially distributed the one-
hour program via satellite. This had 
proven costly and not worth the expense 
given the program's 10-11 p.m. time slot. 

After two years of high-latency Web 
distribution — during which we added 
several new shows including a live foot-
ball program — we discovered Barix and 
its Instreamer/Exstreamer solution for 
studio-to-studio distribution over IP. 

Growing stations 
The introduction to Barix audio over IP 

technology further changed my approach. 
I broke away from the Minnesota Sports 
Radio Network in favor of a new endeav-
or: building out radio networks for third 
parties (including MSRN). 

Today, Wallace Radio Syndication 
delivers live and recorded games, news 
and sports programs to more than 35 

radio stations in Minnesota, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa and Arizona. 
The network continues to grow, with 
plans to add more stations in Iowa soon. 
The Barix units are priced so low at $ 195 
apiece that I deliver the devices to new 

the content between our studio headquar-
ters in West St. Paul and the three dozen 
stations that receive the content. 

The end-to-end workflow begins at the 
origination point in Minnesota or out of 
state, such as a high school football stadi-
um game or a remote studio. The external 
source is delivered point-to-point from an 
Instreamer audio encoder to an 

Matt Wallace 

stations in the network at no cost. 
Adding a station to the network is as 

simple as installing a Barix Exstreamer 100 
audio decoder. Each Exstreamer device is 
assigned a dedicated IP address that com-
municates over a server network architec-
ture built and managed by StreamGuys, a 
content delivery network that distributes 

Exstreamer 100 decoder at the St. Paul 
studio. The Instreamer-to-Exstreamer 
connection on the first mile is transported 
at 160 kbps of MPEG-2 compressed 
audio to maintain pristine quality from 
the origination point. 

Once decoded at St. Paul, the signals 
are mixed using a TASCAM board, 

which mixes two programs simultaneous-
ly. The signals are sent out of the TAS-
CAM and directly into another 
Instreamer 100 for encoding. 

Once encoded, the signal is transport-
ed to the destination studio(s) over the 
StreamGuys network, also taking advan-
tage of the BRTP ( Barix Real-Time 
Protocol) solution from both companies 
to ensure low latency of the live signals. 
The low-latency feature maintains low 
delay of the live feed for an up-to-the-
minute listening experience. 
Each of the remote studios has an 

Exstreamer 100 to receive and decode the 
program signals sent over the IP distribu-
tion network, along with tone decoders to 
trigger advertisements, station identifica-
tion and to signal start and end times for 
each.feed, allowing the stations to be 100 
percent automated and unmanned. 

Outstanding audio quality is main-
tained throughout the transport architec-
ture, using MPEG-2 compression at 
slightly lower bit rates for the purpose of 
managing bandwidth in the streaming 
architecture. 

The network stations have appreciated 
the low-maintenance aspects of the Barix 
Exstreamers. Each device is assigned an 
IP address and programmed with BRTP to 
communicate with the StreamGuys net-
work for low-latency delivery. The device 
is then mailed to the station, where an 
engineer or board operator connects it to 
an Ethernet cable. Once connected, audio 
begins coming through immediately. 
The Exstreamer's main purpose is to 

deliver audio, and it does the job well 
and with great efficiency. 

For more information, contact Barix 
at (866) 815-0866 or visit www. 
barix.com. 
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The Leader in Broadcast 
Engineering Software 

Professional Software packages for FCC 
applications and predicting coverage. 

Q Create stunning "real-world" coverage maps and 
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC, 
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3"" 

Q Search for FM channels under spacings and 
contour to contour protection using FMCommandertu 

Q Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation 
studies and map FCC contours with AM-Pro 2'.'" 

4.1 Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-30 1N 

Quality custom mapping and FCC 
engineering consulting available. 

wwwv-soft ,l,r743-3684 

ACOUSTICS 

AcousticsFirst-
T=7888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control & noise elimination. 

www.acousticsfirst.com 

ANTENNAS/ 

TOWERS/CABLES 

WANT TO SELL 

AM Ground Systems Co. 

G,ound System 

Construction. Evaluation oi 

1-877-766-2999 

Complete AM Radio Ground System Services 

wmamgrountlsystems com 

8- bay Dielectric medium 
power FM antenna with 
radomes tuned to 106.1. 
Maximum input 12kw. 
Includes 200 feet of 2 inch 
coax with inch and 5/8ths 
ends in fantastic condition 
always under pressure; also 
have a dielectric isocoupler 
rated to 10kW tuned to 106.1 
that can be retuned. E-mail 
tloomis@kqlx.com or 701-
356-9790. 

ERI SHPX-4AE antenna, tuned 
to 100.7MHz FM, like new 
condition. C Coleman, 231-
947-0003 x.27 or engineer-
ing@wklt.com. 

L864 Beacons, gd cond, 
$500/60. C Haynes, 601-573-
2445. 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

'INCLUDES ON-AIR)  

WANT TO SELL 

BE Mono 8 console, gd cond, 
$250. C Haynes, 601-573-
2445. 

PROMOTE 

YOUR 

BUSINESS! 

ADVERTISE! 

Call David: 
615-776-1359 

WANT TO BUY 
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-
3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's 
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any 
other old tube compressor/ 
limiters, call after 3PM CST - 
214 738-7873 or sixtiesra-
dio@yahoo.com 

AUTOMATION 

EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 

(3) Linux-based Smartcasters 
& Server, 3 RIDZ 9-chnl 
switchers & 1 Smart-Touch 
live interface, all in gd cond, 
Digital Program Director music 
scheduler & Smartcaster pro-
duction software incl, operates 
in classic DOS mode & newer 
"Magic View" interface for live 
ops, manuals & 3 " breakout" 
blocks for closures are incl, 
buyer supplies K, V, & M, 
$16,700, no shpg. Carroll 
Broadcasting, 989-362-3417. 

Now available, radio automa-
tion for the Linux operating 
system. Schedule music, voice 
track, create shells, auto or 
announcer assist mode, set 
intro and ending cues, hit the 
vocal every time with your 
voice tracks, execute exact 
time events, join networks, and 
more. The software is free, 
there is a small duplication fee. 
For more info call 
406.665.1832. 

COMPLETE 

FACILITIES 

WANT TO SELL 

NEW OR USED 
COMPLETE PACKAGES 

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER 
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBI-

NATION OF ABOVE. 
-LEASE OPTIONS-

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-
-REMOTE BROADCAST 

RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040 
SYou Know We Know Radio" 

CONSOLES/ 

MIXERS/ROUTERS 

WANT TO SELL 

Mackie 16x8 analog mixer. 
incl Meter Bridge & pwr sply, 
very clean, greta cond. C 
Coleman, 231-947-0003 x27 
or engineering@wklt.com. 

Call David at 615-776-1359 for current rates 

Broadcast Equipment Exchange 
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• in Radio World? 
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A• Call David at 615-776-1359 or 
• e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com 

MICROPHONES/ 

HEADPHONES/ 

SPEAKERS/AMPS 

WANT TO BUY 

Collector wants to buy old 
vintage speaker & amplifier, 
McIntosh. Marantz, Electro 
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy, 
Fisher. Dynaco, Cash- pick up 
773-339-9035 

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any 
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air 
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@ 
yahoo.com 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WANT TO BUY 
Collector wants to buy: old 
vintage pro gears, compres-
sor/limiter, microphone, mix-
ing consoles, amplifiers, mic 
preamps, speakers, turnta-
bles, El) working or not, 
working transformers ( UTC 
Western Electric), Fairchild, 
Western Electric, Langevin, 
RCA, Gates, Urei, Altec, 
Pultec, Collins. Cash - pick 
up 773-339-9035 

SPACE IS 
AVAILABLE 
CALL NOW 

111011110,4111,0tAIBILWINAMIIICIOMII, 
new & rebuih for Eloom, Harris, CCA, 
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435 
Manderson Si. Omaha, NE 68164 
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821 

Donations Needed: All 
Volunteer, Non-profit Low 
Power community radios sta-
tions need Equipment. Will 
offer tax deduction letter, You 
determine donation value, We 
will pay shipping. Equipment 
shared between three 
Wisconsin stations. Looking 
for Mics, Mixers, field equip-
ment, etc. You name it. Email: 
Dan@WIECradio.org 

www.radioworld.com 

Equipment Wanted: obsolete, 
or out of service broadcast 
recording gear, amplifiers, 
preannps, outboard, radio or 
mixing consoles, micro-
phones, etc. Large lots accept-
able. Pickup or shipping can 
be discussed. 443-854-0725 
or ajkivi@gmail.com. 

I'm looking for San Francisco 
radio recordings from the 
1920's through the 1980's. 
For example newscast, talk 
shows, music shows, live 
band remotes, etc. Stations 
like KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB. 
KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, 
KCBS, KOW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, 
etc... Feel free to call me at 
415-383-6216 or you can 
email me at ronwtammü 
yahoo.com. 

REMOTE & 

MICROWAVE 

WANT TO SELL 

S WE RENT FOR LESS S 

Blueboxes FM Exciters 
Zephyrs FM Power Amps 
POTS Codecs STL's 
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment 

If we don't have it, we will get it! 
SCNIS, INC. (800) 438-6040 

es "You Know We Know Radio" e„ 

a a 

STATIONS 

WANT TO SELL 

Heritage Southern Combo 
with unique revenue streams 
for sale. Also, big Southern 
signal covering 200,000+ 
Hispanics available. Call 
Dave Hedrick & Associates @ 
256-613-2630. 

AM Station in Rome. NY 
REDUCED PRICE plus FM 
translators in Bradenton & 
Ocala FL, Jacksonville, NC & 
Temple, TX. E-mail mra-
ley@bbnradio.org. 

AM station in Beaumont-
Galveston, Texas market. 
Contact Sylvester Anderson, 
713-533-9500 for details. 

FM's in San Antonio,TX 
Placerville,CA; WA, GA. 
CPRradio@bellsouth.net 
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Consultants 

• 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Communications Engineers 
5844 Hamline Ave. N, Shoreview, MN 55126 

• AM/FM/NCE Applications 
• Allocation and Upgrade Studies 
• Field Engineering 
• Pre-Purchase Inspections 
• ANSI and NRSC Measurements 

651-784-7445 
• AM Detuning 
• Intermodulation Studies 
• Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements 
• AM Directional Array Design, Tuning and Proof 

Fax (651)784-7541 E-mail: Misesydefiesam "Member AFCCE" 

RAkiAM BROCK, 1.7 
BROADCAST Teci•acm. CONSULTANTS 
MI Servicr Rum Affnrarkin its 

Operation AM/FM/TWAIN Savbro, 
lick' VA irk. Mumma and 

Facilities Ikelim 

Oler 45 rears engineering 
and consulting eAperience 

912-638-8028 

202-393-5133 

w v. u.grahambrock.com 

FASTER__ 
MORE ACCURATE RADIO CORNICE 

' 
, 

• Real lime 3-D Displays 
• Interference calculations 

• Cost effective mapping 

• Fully Integrated databases 

• Used by the FCC 
• Latest standards bullt-In 

on Inc wee at lornnor rachosoft corn 

',Kra GA 1113 MI5 

Doug Vernier 
Telecommunication Consultants  

Broadcast Engineering Consulting 
AWFWTV/LPTV/DTV 

Custom mapping service 
Frequency searches 

Propagation prediction 
FCC application preparation 

Ne c, ft 
oftware for your PC 

(800) 743-3684 
f t.co rn 

((i 
Senior. Broadcasters 

Sbce1948 

9049 Shady Grow Cote 
- Gaithersburg mg 20877 
Mullaney (301)921-ons 

Engineering, Inc. Fax (301)590-9157 
kinsbx and mullaney@mulkeertom 

'r The Coverage Map Store 

R EALcoverage.com 

High Performance Engineering 

for Maximum Coverage 

C<11AMUNICATION8 TEr>1401.00lE8, INC 
mi AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgrade. 

Broadcast transmission facility 
design 

in& FCC applications preparation - 
construction permit and license 
engineering 

Clarence M Bemuse • Laura M. Mlaraii, 

P.O. Box 1130 Tel: (856)985.00- 7 
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-81.4 

• WWW.COM rn tec hrf.corr. 

Buying Or Selling 
Used Equipment? 

Th 

Rodi,a Wiedd. 
Broadcast Equipment Exchange 

Without advertising 

a terrihle thing !mimeos_ 

For inhumation contact 
David at 615-776 1359 

or dcarson ,inbinedia.com 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the 
broadcast industry would be glad to help you 

with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A 
Carlsbad, California 92008 

(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759 
mail: linkesurcom.com web: www.surcom coil • 

E M PLOYM E NT 
HELP WANTED 

CHIEF ENGINEER/ DIRECTOR 
OF ENGINEERING NINE STA-
TIONS — JERSEY SHORE — 
ATLANTIC CITY! One of the 
best hands-on Radio 
Engineering jobs is now open! 
Put your pedigree on the 
Jersey Shore's top 7 FMs & 2 
AMs. If you want back into real 
radio in a dynamic large-mar-
ket environment without the 
corporate bs & politics, this is 
for you! We need an excep-
tional fast-paced Engineer 
with experience in RF & gener-
al electronics, digital audio, 
automation & IT. Ideal candi-
date will have a passion for 
radio 8i 5+ years in Chief 
Engineer's position with ability 
to design, install, operate, 
maintain, troubleshoot and 
repair studio & transmitter 
equipment, including informa-
tion systems. State-of-the-art 
equipment in place. Enco 
DAD32 experience a plus but 
not required. Strong private 
company with heritage sta-
tions, low debt & plenty of 
resources. Excellent compen-
sation, benefits & relocation 
package. High achievers only, 
please. Immediate opening. 
Email in confidence: 
gfequity@aol.com. 

Broadcast IT Engineer: 
Minimum 3 years experience in 
Broadcast Engineering. Must 
have working knowledge of 
digital consoles, digitaVanalog 
routers, digital automation sys-
tems, HD systems, streaming 
systems, RF systems including 
digital and analog FM and AM 
transmitters and remote con-
trol systems. Studio construc-
tion, wiring, installation, diag-
nosis and repair of various 
electronic equipment skills 
necessary. Remote broadcast 
experience a plus. IT require-
ments include working knowl-
edge of MS server, XP operat-
ing systems, LAN/WAN man-
agement, Active Directory, MS 
SOL, Wicks, Cisco, Tapscan, X-
ray, Selector, Arbitron. Working 
knowledge of MS Office includ-
ing Word, Excel, Power Point, 
Project and Outlook. Excellent 
interpersonal skills in dealing 
with Management, coworkers 
and staff. Excellent verbal and 
written communication skills. 
SBE and/or Microsoft 
Certification preferred. Please 
submit resumes on line at 
www.cbsradio.com. 

Radio World. 

Promote Your Business 
Advertise Here 

Station Engineer - Raiio 
Kansas of Hutchinson Kansas, 
seeks a broadcast engineer to 
assist the director of engineer-
ing in transmitter, microwave, 
studio and computer mainte-
nance for its 3-station public 
radio network. A minimum of 
an AA degree in Electronics 
and/or 5 years of broadcast 
engineering experience with 
either SBE certification or FCC 
General Class License. Infor-
mation at 1-800-723-4657. 
To Apply: www.hutchcc.edu 
or HUMAN RESOURCES, 
HUTCHINSON COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, 1300 NORTH PLUM, 
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501. 
620-665-3522 or mantoothte 
hutchcc.edu. AA/EOE. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Self- motivated, and directed 
broadcaster with effective 
writing ability plus creativity, 
solid digital/technical capacity, 
strong organizational skills, 
professional attitude, good 
show prep, and board-opera-
tions. Eric, 214-735-6769, 
kerythom@aol.com. 

Are you a small market sta-
tion needing a good nuts & 
bolts engineer in the LA area? 
I will make your station shine! 
CET, fully FCC Licensed. 
Available for Full/Part-time/ 
Contract work. Available 
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 
917-324-8466 mitchell-
rakoff@yahoo.com 

Marketing and Promotions 
driven, extremely fresh, out-
going, enthusiastic, and up-
for-the challenge! Innovative 
and adaptable professional, 
reliable with attention to 
detail. Shatora, 972-408-5239 
or shatora.king@yahoo.com. 

Sports enthusiast with vast 
knowledge in football, bas-
ketball; budding in other 
sports, strong opinions, with 
no fear, and a way with words. 
Moona,. 214-586-9629 or 
anniekwhite@attnet. 

Music and sports knowledge 
with gcod copy and produc-
tion ability, very determined 
to succeed in broadcasting, 
reliable, professional and 
takes initiative. Michael 
Lawrence, 214-372-6276 or 
fanikasimmons@yahoo.com. 

Strong editing skills Pro 
Tools, Cool Edit, Adobe 
Audition, plus ran media/ 
sound boards, good voice, per-
sonable, with creative copy-
writing, reliable, industrious, 
comfortable. Justin, 214-493-
6080 or natural.jt@gpnail.com. 

Extremely knowledgeable 
and articulate racitg writer 
/talk show host Adam Amick 
is available for shows, corre-
spondent, features, etc. 
Check out www.bleacherre-
port.com or www.rubbinsrac-
ingshow.com for samples. 
Call 214-384-5812 or email: 
adamieubbinsracingshow.com 

C.E. position wanted: 
Experienced with computers, 
transmitters, H.D. transmit-
ters, automations, digital stu-
dios. Call: (406) 227-6454. 

MIP Mil Online 
Advertise your employment ad 

on our web site for only 
$2 per word! 

r 
_ 2 

Call David 
for all the details at 

615-776-1359 
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TAPES/CARTS/REELS TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS 

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at 

our award winning facility in Woodland California! 

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high 

quality power tube rebuilding. 

WANT TO SELL 

Music on hard drive: 
Choose from 40,000 songs 
$1 each. Every format. 
Uncompressed WAVE files. 
RadioMusicLibraries.com. 
888-888-0777. 

Radio World 

Large or small collections of 
16- transcriptions or 12" tran-
scriptions, not commercial 
LPs. Bill Cook. 719-687-6357. 

Schnader telescriptions 16 
mm musical films produced in 
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719-
687-6357. 

TUBES & COMPONENTS 

C Electronics 

An International 
Distributor of RF Components 

Tubes 
NEW & REBUILT 

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS. ANTENNAS 
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY) 

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS. TRANSLATORS. MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK 
RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS 

SVETLANA 

es.T pi:uCeS 

e_•11 .-."-!!N_WF" 
mum ••••• Inom 
eme. 
CompwWWw• à Amr WWWW 

e 
Pro-Tek® 

EEV 
USA DISTRIBUTOR 

To Order: FROA, ou. STOCK • , 
1-800-881-2374 " 

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800 

Se Habla Español 

IMM = 
RO. Box 64119 352-592-781X) 
Spring Hill. FL 34611 BEST SERVICE Fax 352-596-4884 

tmistiei www.dandrelecIronimcom 

ORE PARTS CO. 
Se Hablie Español We Export 

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA 

• New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping 
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors 

37-2787 760-744-0700 
rfpgrfparts.com www.rfparts.com 

FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr service on Ironsinstting tubes & sock-
ets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at 

4931886 dar or night, 
WWW 

WEATHER 
SERVICES 

WANT TO SELL 

Weather 24/7 for Voice 
Tracked and Satellite. 
RadioWeathercom. 888-
888-0777. Barter available. 

For more details, 
call David Carson 
at 615-776-1359 

or e-mail: 
dcarson@nbmeclia.com 

www.radioworld.com 

WANT TO SELL 

OFF THE AIR? 
Emergency Back-up Rentals 

FM Exciters - STLs - 

FM Pvvr Amps - Antennas - 

Studio & Test Equipment 

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040 
S "You Know We Know Radio" 

FM Translator at 104.5 — 
Manchester. KY Call Joey 
Kesler 606-843-9999 

Continental 5kW xmtr, gd 
cond. $4800/you pick up. 606-
598-2445 or cell 606-813-
1207. 

2000 Energy Onix Legend 
1500C solid state xmtr. fre-
quency range 87.5 to 108MHz, 
taken out of service in 2006 
for pwr upgrade: Nautel V10 
solid state xmtr w/Maestro 
M50 exciter, can be upgraded 
to HD. for more info, call Greg. 
660-747-9191. 

CCA AM 10,000 0 — Call John 
KOSS 928-595-0263 between 
10 & 6 PM Pacific Time. 

WANT TO BUY 

Looking to buy 2 pwr mod-
ules for an AM-Omni ( LPB) 
1000 Watt xmtr circa 2003. 
Eric, 717-243-1200 or 
wioo@pa.net. 

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts, 
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches, 
AM Transmitters. Continental 
Communications 314-664-4497. 
Contcomm©Sbcglobal.Net 

Buying used equipment? 

Selling used equipment? 

YOU 'RE 

THE RIGHT 
PLACE' 

îssiife) 
Broadcast Equipment 

Exchange 

For more information, 

call David Carson 

at 615-776-1359 

or e-mail 

dcarson@nbmedia.com 

Serving the Broadcast industry Since 1978 

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television 

Used FM Transmitters 

1 KW 2007 
1 KW 2007 
2 KW 2007 
10 KW 1986 
10 KW 2005 
10 KW 2002 
10 KW 2001 
14+5 KW HD 2005 
25 KW 1989 
275 KW 1988 
30 KW 1988 
35 KW 1986 
50 KW 1982 

Crown FM1000A (new) 
Crown FM1000E (new) 
Crown FM2000E (new) 
Continental 816R-1A 
Harris Z16 HD 
Harris Z16 HD 
Henry 10.0000-95 
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid-state 
Continental 816R-38 
Continental 816R-4B 
BE FM30A 
BE FM35A 
Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-

transmitter switcher 

Used AM Transmitters 

1 KW 1996 
5 KW 2005 
5 KW 1982 
5 KW 1987 
5 KW 1988 
10 KW 1985 
10 KW 1985 
10 KW 1983 
12 KW 2000 

Continental 3140 
Harris Gates 5 
Harris MW5A 
Harris MW5B 
Harris SX5A-single phase 
Continental 316F 
Harris MW1OB 
Nautel Ampfet 10, solid state 
Nautel XL12 

Exciters 

*New* 30W Synthesized exciters 
Used Harris Digit Exciter 

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital 

OMB & Technalogix 
VHF and UHF TV Antennas 
(10 W to 10 KW) TV STL 

Used Misc. Eauioment 

Marti STL10 system 
Marti STL15 transmitter 

Please visit our website, Imamtv.com, 
for the most current listings 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361 

wwwfmamtv.com • E-mail - transcom@fmamtv.com 
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

SPACE IS 
AVAILABLE! 
To advertise, call 

-I- I 0 NI 

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS 
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged. 
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only. 

Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that d takes one month for listings to appear. 
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you. 

Please print and include 
all information: 

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World'? 
—I Yes —I No 

Signature Date 

Contact Name  

Title  

Company/Station. 

Address  

City/State   

Zip Code  

Telephone  

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the 
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per 
word or per inch basis. 

Vs US _I Vi TB J Category:   
Make:  Model: 
Brief Description:   

Send Action-Gram forms to: Broadcast Equipment Exchange, 5285 Shawnee Road, 

Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 22312 • Fax: 703-852-4583 Price:   
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NEW APPLICANTS 

NUUF: Redefining 
'Religious Station' 
Hoping to Encourage a 'National Chorus of 

Progressive Voices,' It Applies for License 

by Mike Janssen 

This text was part of a series from the 
Future of Music Coalition profiling 
groups that applied for non-commercial 
FM radio licenses. It is reprinted with 
permission. 

The next radio station to sign on in 
Norman, Okla., might be operated by a 
religious group, much like the majority of 
the stations already serving the market. 

But this one would sound like few other 
religious stations. In fact, it would be devot-
edly secular — which is exactly the point. 

"We're getting pretty dam tired of lis-
tening to all the religious programming 
here in Oklahoma," said Mary Francis, a 
retired teacher of reading and former 
public radio commentator. 

Seeking to counter central Oklahoma's 
conservative culture and right-wing 
Christian broadcasters, the passionate 
activist recently took up a new cause. 
She's now leading the charge to start a 
progressive FM radio station under the 
auspices of the Norman Unitarian 
Universalist Fellowship. 

Unitarians call their faith a religion, 
but their congregations often welcome 
atheists, agnostics and pagans as readily 
as Christians and Jews. 

Likewise, NUUF's radio station would 
set up a big tent, airing diverse musical 
genres, connecting Norman's social service 
organizations, and covering local issues 
that would otherwise get little coverage. 

For example, Francis said, the station 
could promote groups that address the 
needs of children, homeless people and 
African-American men returning to free 
life after serving prison sentences. And it 
could focus on topics such as Norman's 
storm-water problems and rural farmers 
upset about federal livestock standards. 
The station also would air Amy 

Goodman's "Democracy Now!" and other 
left-leaning fare. City residents can listen 
to a local NPR affiliate, but the station 
does not air progressive programming 
such as Goodman 's show. 

A dash of flavor 
Francis, a feisty 65-year-old, talks and 

writes with enthusiasm about her drive to 
spice up the airwaves. 

She learned about the opportunity to 
apply for a station from a fellow Unitarian 
who serves on the board of the Pacifica 
Foundation, a progressive radio network 
that produces programming and operates 
five FM stations around the country. 

With help from Pacifica and its part-
ners in the Radio for People coalition 
(which included FMC), Francis raised 
funds, found legal and technical aid and 
prepared NUUF's application. 
"When I started this, I knew absolutely 

nothing about radio or applying for an 
FCC license," she said, laughing. "This 
has been the steepest learning curve of 
my life, I guarantee you." 

Francis and her fellow would-be 
broadcasters have been cheered to find 
enthusiastic support from their Norman 

neighbors. The NUUF has raised more 
than $5,000 from 275 contributors, many 
of whom are not Unitarians, Francis said. 
The group also has applied to the 

national Unitarian organizing body for an 
additional $5,000. Meanwhile, other sup-
porters have promised loans to cover 
$100,000 in station construction costs. 

If the station's application for an FCC 
permit is granted, NUUF would ask for 
additional funding from the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting and from the 
Public Telecommunications Facilities 
Program, which assists public broadcast-
ers with technical costs. And Pacifica 
has offered Francis's group a year of 
free programming, "so we are darn well 
going to take advantage of that," she 
said. 

Photo courtesy of ¡Stock 

Eager to stand out among the 
majority, NUUF envisions a station 
that promotes left-leaning fare such 

as civil and rural concerns, and 
welcomes all spiritual congregations. 

Like many other applicants, Francis 
must wait to learn whether her applica-
tion will prevail because of potential con-
flicts with the signals of other would-be 
broadcasters. 

She is confident, however, that the 
FCC will decide on her request within a 
year. NUUF's application conflicts with 
only two other broadcasters, and Francis 
believes its status as a local non-profit 
will give it an edge. Until then, the group 
will begin to publicize its efforts via pod-
casts and Web streams. 
These may be NUUF's first steps 

toward spawning what Francis envisions 
as a growing national chorus of progres-
sive voices. The movement could start by 
uniting Unitarian congregations, but 
grow to encompass other progressives as 
well, Francis said. 
A city in the Bible Belt's buckle might 

seem like an odd place for such a move-
ment to find a foothold, but that seems to 
make the matter all the more urgent to 
Francis. 

"I think that the whole nation will go 
through a major change come Novem-
ber," she said. "And I think Oklahoma 
will see a major change as well." 

Mike Janssen is a freelance writer and 
contributor to the Future of Music 
Coalition.. 
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Media 

When Do We Stop Calling It New Media? 

Rebrand Radio as Just One Delivery Platform 

Within a Media Provider's Market Presence 

The headline above asks a valid question as we move into 
the second quarter century of digital media's existence. For a 
growing percentage of today's radio audience, digital media 
is not new and never has been. 

If you define the start of the digital media era with the CD, 
which moved into the mainstream in the mid-to-late 1980s, 
then anyone up to legal drinking age doesn't really think of 
that format as replacing anything. It's certainly not new to 
them, now or ever — especially when you consider that for 
most people, their first exposure to playing recorded music 
for themselves, and thus the awareness of a "format," started 
around age 5 or later (you do the math). 

For these Millennials, the CD is the music distribution 
method of their youth; now, almost nostalgically, that format 
is itself being eclipsed by online distribution. 

If instead you set the new media boundary at the start of 
the Internet's mainstream popularity, the era begins in the 

! mid- 1990s, or perhaps a bit later if you particularly focus on 
audio/video media on the Web. 

This means that the truest of digital natives are just moving 
into the rated audience demographics ( 12+) zone. For them, 
"new media" hasn't been invented yet; it's just "media." 

Meanwhile, radio to these audiences has always been there 
and has stayed about the same all along. So while digital 
media may not seem in any way new to these younger 

cohorts, they certainly perceive radio (and anything else from 
the analog era) as truly "old media." 

They look at radio from the other direction, not with the 
excitement of digital-immigrant Boomers over the promise of 
transition, but with a kind of pity reserved for aging relics 
that have outlived their relevance. 

This labeling goes well beyond semantics. In the media 
world, perception can have strong market impact, often 
stronger than the force of empirical analyses. 

That's why it has become so important for radio to shift 
such perceptions now before these new generations of con-
sumers hit their stride as the prime audiences of tomorrow. 

So forget the "new media" terminology, unless you want to 
sound quaintly obsolete. It's like calling a car "the homeless 
carriage" to these younger audiences. And if unchecked, this 
problem will only worsen with time. 

Perception is power. It's time to rebrand broadcast radio as 
but a single delivery platform within a media provider's mar-
ket presence — and one that's fast becoming a legacy compo-
nent, at that. 

If current perceptions of these younger audiences toward 
radio service can be altered, this could be considered in retro-
spect as the industry's most important digital transition. 

— Radio World 

•READER' S FORUM• 

'If It Doesn't 

Run on Windows, 

Who Cares?' 
Paul, I liked your "death of broadcast 

engineers" editorial ("A Person Cries for 
Work That Is Real," May 21). 

Your mystery engineer brings up an 
issue that is not exclusively limited to 
SBE members. The IEEE is acutely 
aware of the same drop-off of incoming 
engineering majors. Even the AIChemE, 
the American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers, bemoans the same lack of 
incoming chemistry majors. 

The social perception is that scientists 
and engineers are the people who have 
caused and are continuing to cause the 
maladies that afflict our world. 

As a PR "fix," DuPont once changed 
its slogan to "better things for better liv-
ing," deleting the famous last two words, 
"through chemistry." One of central New 
Jersey's oldest and largest industries, 
National Lead, located along the N.J. 
Turnpike, changed its name to simply 
"NL" to hide the lead affiliation. 

Another contributor is the reputation 
for engineers of all types to be laid off all 
the time. Leslie Berlin's book "The Man 
Behind the Microchip: Robert Noyce and 
the Invention of Silicon Valley," which I 
reviewed for the IEEE, describes this 
employment fragility in gory detail. 
Lately, there have been several books 
published that identify and describe the 
not-so-recent trend of Americans to wor-
ship stupidity. 
An excellent book for engineers to 

read is Richard Sennett's "The Crafts-
man." It fits in very nicely with Marge 
Piercy's poem you cited (which is nice if 
you read its entirety). 
My definition of "professional" 

includes not only being a subject matter 

expert and a bearer of high ethical stan-
dards, but also the obligation to teach and 
mentor. I have taught photography (pri-
vately) since the '70s. And as an engineer, 
I am always as ready to offer as well as 
receive instruction and more light. 

Even in this competitive, backstabbing 
world, this much remains true: A candle 
does not lose its brilliance when it lights 
another candle. 

As an engineer, I am 

always ready to offer 

as well as receive 

instruction and more 

light. A candle does 

not lose its brilliance 

when it lights 

another candle. 

I wouldn't know a fraction of what I do 
about radio and TV broadcasting if it 
weren't for the Socratic Method. My men-
tors are the Ron Simpsons, Larry Wills, Ed 
Kushners and Rich Archuts of the world. 
Their zeal for their craft is infectious and 
that, too, has to be passed along. 

If Maslow's scale of self-actualization 
is true (and I believe it is), I would say I 
am pleased and gratified by what I've 
learned to do with my hands and brain 
cells. However, you can't pay the bills 
with the personal satisfaction. The 
Ancients (who were usually self-
employed) were paid handsomely for what 
they did or made. The rest of us who are 
salaried have to rely on what others think 
we're worth. 
One of the reasons I'm actively seeking 

to leave state government is because I am 
not being properly compensated. I'm 
straddling the world of becoming a self-
employed consultant or going to work for 
a consulting consortium. 

To get an idea of what an engineer 
should make, I went to the IEEE Web site 
and used the salary calculator. Any mem-
ber can do this. I was shocked to learn 
how much an engineer with my back-
ground and experience and length of serv-
ice makes in the mid-Atlantic region in 
2007 figures. I am really getting screwed 
working for state government. 
As a quasi-outsider in the broadcast 

business, I think I know why your 
Mystery Engineer is unhappy. Working for 
a greedy, cutthroat employer hardly pro-
vides an environment for self-satisfaction. 

It's no wonder that would-be engineers 
are turned off when they read the trades or 
hear first-hand stories of how poorly some 
broadcast engineers get treated or paid. 
And engineering schools hardly pre-

pare its engineering students for the real 
world of high-power, high-current, "big 
iron" equipment. If it doesn't run on 
Windows and can't fit on an iPod, who 
cares? Schools just don't teach this stuff. 
Vacuum tube finals and filament trans-
formers? Ha! And hand wiring and lac-
ing? Forget about it. 

You can kiss troubleshooting a telco 
remote line goodbye. Even most Verizon 
techs don't know how to do that. 

Ron Simpson once told me that a Bell 
of Pennsylvania "technician" came to 
WCHR one day and was unable to identi-
fy the Western Electric passive equalizers 
on the wall. 

Like the obscene profits and increasing 
gas prices, I don't think Mystery Engi-
neer's problems are going to go away any 
time soon. 

Robert Schroeder 
President 

Adroll Scientec Consulting 
Ewing, N.J. 
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MEET THE SQUARE 

E2 BY WHEeITSTONE 

The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It 
just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a 
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability. 

SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser 
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and 
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs. 

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed mntel-
iigence replicates all configuration data to every unit. 
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the 
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (wiautomation protocol) 
—it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32 
character status indicators and SNMP capability. 

Vb • 

411 

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: lust plug an E- SERIES control su-face or GLASS E 
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal 
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs. 

Because the E.2 system doesn't rely on a third party 
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn"t require external PCs for 
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol 

eliminates the latency and channel capacity 
restrictions associated with older technology. 

E-SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT! 
roam' 
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Studio 1 

E-SERIES 
control surface 

.. 
• 

88D I/O: 8 digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter 
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in reak time. The 32 character 
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and 
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8-channel 
stereo or 16-channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided. 

• 
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88A I/O: 8 analog inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in 
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X-Y control. 
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous ink, status, and bit rate 
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation. 
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88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs— perfect for smal' 
studios or standalone routing. 
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88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E2 has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and 
Ri-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs. 
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AIR WARRIOR 

A modern air warrior needs all of the power and control he can 
muster to bring to the battle. When it's you against the other guy, 

the VORSIS AP-2000 has it ALL. 

NOT AN ACE YET? The AP-2000 comes preloaded with over 70 
presets tuned to do battle. Try a test flight with the latest VORSIS 

31- band digital processor— and 

join the broadcast elite! 

Wes Davis 

Jim Hibbard 

Owen Martin 

Chip Morgan 

Matt Lightner 
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Bruce Roberts 
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